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management industry to see and test the latest technology from specialist
suppliers and manufacturers .
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WELCOME TO THE APRIL/MAY ISSUE OF WASTE MANAGEMENT REVIEW, as we
approach what is a busy season for conferences, exhibitions and trade shows, both in
Australia and internationally.
This is a bumper edition as it features the show guide for our own publisher’s
event, the first-ever Waste Management In Action (see pages 35 to 57). This new
event at Melbourne Showgrounds brings indoor and outdoor displays, test drives
and uninterrupted, live action equipment demonstrations to Australia’s waste,
environmental solutions and resource recovery sectors.
Part of the well-established International Truck, Trailer & Equipment Show (ITTES)
and incorporating the Roads & Civil Works Expo, it brings together in one venue a
range of complementary fleet and equipment manufacturers and suppliers, and service
providers, not to mention networking opportunities, which have never been seen
before in Australia.
If you’re looking to get up to date on the latest gadgets, machines, vehicles and
services for our industry, make sure you’re there between 5 and 7 May. And when
you’re walking around, pop over to our booth and introduce yourself.
Back to the magazine, and in response to increased activity looking at improved
ways to extract value from waste, this issue focuses on waste to energy technology. We
feature updates, information and insights from some of the world’s leading suppliers of
waste to energy equipment and turnkey facilities.
Carlo Minini from Italian technology specialist Turboden tells us why its equipment
is ideal for Australian conditions, especially for niche biomass and green waste streams
(page 24). Gerhard Janssen from Martin Biopower talks about the flexibility of waste
to energy plants for different types of domestic, urban and industrial requirements
(page 27). While Marc Stammbach of Hitachi Zosen Inova provides an insight into its
latest energy from waste plant in Switzerland, which he believes should resonate with
Australian organisations seeking to provide a sustainable waste management and energy
solution into the future (page 58).
I hope you enjoy this edition. Remember, you can send your suggestions for subjects
to cover as well as feedback on our magazine and multimedia platform to me direct at
annmarie.unwin@primecreative.com.au.

Annmarie Unwin
Editor
Waste Management Review
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•
•
•
•

Offers improved safety to staff and customers alike.
Automated 3D Geofence established on bin lift operation.
Detects all objects in the ‘Bin Lift Zone’.
Stops ‘Bin Lift Operation’.

AUSTRALIA’S LARGEST WASTE EQUIPMENT MANUFACTURER

100% AUSTRALIAN OWNED AND MANUFACTURED
Call us today on 1800 013 232 or go to www.superiorpak.com.au to find out more.
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News in brief
For council waste management
services, the app offers a new way
to connect with residents as they
can subscribe to share additional
information about recycling events
and services.
The RecycleSmart team is now
promoting the app to councils
to enable them to tap into the
phenomenon of people using their
mobile devices for information on
the move.
See page 22.

Cameron Schuster at SMRC’s Regional
Resource Recovery Centre, Canning Vale.

FEATURES
The Southern Metropolitan Regional
Council (SMRC) is a statutory local
government authority established in
1991 by local governments in southern
metropolitan Perth.
To prepare for its waste management
needs amid ongoing population growth,
the SMRC produced a new Draft
Strategic Waste Management Plan last
year and delivered it to member councils
in December.
The SMRC currently only provides
waste treatment at its Regional
Resource Recovery Centre for its five
member councils, but its Chairman,
Cameron Schuster, sees an opportunity
for collaboration on waste collections
and other services in the future.
Cameron forecasts that the next
big thing in the waste industry will
be sizeable contracts between local
government and private operators, with
councils coming together on waste
management activities to achieve
efficiencies of scale.
See page 14.
Superior Pak is one of Australia’s
leading manufacturers and suppliers
of waste management equipment. So
when Veolia was looking for a system
that would mitigate the risk of harm to
pedestrians and property during front
lift bin tipping operations last year, it
turned to them for help.
8 / WMR / April-May 2016

Superior Pak’s engineers designed a
pedestrian detection system (PDS) to
monitor activity in front of the bin lifter
and stop it from working if anybody
or anything came into or around the
operating area.
The prototype was ready in October
2015 and, following some small
modifications, the PDS was included in
Veolia’s front lift truck orders for 2015
and 2016.
After developing the system for Veolia,
Superior Pak is now ready to release
the PDS to the general market.
See page 18.
Following a soft launch and extensive
user testing with councils this past
November, the RecycleSmart mobile
application (app) was launched to the
public in February.
The app shows users how and
where to dispose of their recyclables
and other waste streams properly
throughout Australia.
Its designers accumulated data from
more than 500 councils about how
to recycle over 250 household items.
They also collaborated with Planet Ark
to integrate with its RecyclingNearYou
online database to leverage its
nationwide information about recycling
services offered by councils, as well
as local disposal options for items
including computers, batteries, printer
cartridges and mobile phones.

Italian manufacturer Turboden is
bringing its Organic Rankine Cycle
(ORC) waste-to-energy generators
to Australia as a viable, sustainable
solution for the country’s waste
management and power generation
needs.
The company has supplied
equipment to more than 260 biomass
and nine waste-to-energy plants
around the world. It commissioned its
first biomass unit in Australia this past
September. The plant at Wagin, WA,
is built next to an oat mill; it burns the
waste oat husks to generate heat and
clean electricity, helping to reduce
operating costs and emissions.
The company is optimistic about
the potential in Australia for its ORC
units in bioenergy facilities, such as
forestry or food processing, for small to
medium size waste-to-energy plants as
an alternative to landfilling.
See page 24.
Turboden’s biomass cogeneration
plant at Varna-Bolzarno, Italy.

Martin Biopower is the Australian arm of Germanheadquartered Martin GmbH, one of the world’s
leaders in waste-to-energy (W2E) technology and
responsible for more than 430 plants globally.
In terms of maximising the efficiency of such
technology here, its CEO, Gerhard Janssen, says it
works best in the centre of a modern industrial estate,
where there are businesses such as food processing,
industry or recycling, that can supply some of the
waste stream and use the offtake in their processes.
Its plant in Brescia, northern Italy, has three lines,
each of which can process 42.2 tonnes of waste per
hour, or more than 1,000 tonnes a day. The W2E plant
is integrated into an industrial park development as
an efficient, reliable source for energy and for district
heating, but in Australia it could be used for district
cooling or for industries that need large amounts
of energy.
Martin Biopower is currently at the feasibility stage
for three projects in Australia, one in the Perth area
and two in NSW.
See page 27.

The Martin waste-to-energy
plant at Brescia, northern Italy.

REPORTS
In the last 10 years, Victoria-based PGM Refiners has
become one of Australia’s most respected and innovative
e-waste recyclers. That reputation has been bolstered
following its bringing the Swiss-made BluBox recycling
system to Australia – one of only seven companies in the
world to have it.
PGM and its major shareholder, Toxfree, hosted an
official launch event for the plant on 22 January, with
Victorian Environment Minister Lisa Neville on hand to
open it.
The BluBox arrived at its Dandenong site this past
October and was commissioned in November. It can
process one tonne of flat panel displays – such as
laptops, smart phones and LCD screens – per hour.

GENOX TYRE
RECYCLING
SYSTEMS SHRED
LANDFILL.
NOW THAT’S
APPLIED
THINKING.
• Fully automatic tyre recycling plants. No need for
manual debeading of tyres
• Ambient temperature processing to reduce operational
costs and minimise secondary pollution
• Plants are extremely easy to operate and maintain
• Onsite trials at Genox factory are welcomed prior to
delivery

For more information:
Call: 03 9706 8066
Email: sales@appliedmachinery.com.au
Visit: www.appliedmachinery.com.au

Connect with us socially

News in brief
PGM Refiners’ BluBox machine at
its site in Dandenong, Victoria.

PGM’s Chief Technology Officer
Karvan Jayaweera says the aim of
investing in the BluBox is to secure
its business for the future, as the
new technology will process the next
generation of e-waste that people will
throw away.
See page 30.
An international leader in turnkey
energy-from-waste (EfW) plants, Hitachi
Zosen Inova, has delivered a new facility
in central Switzerland that is maximising
energy delivery to the region and for
a paper manufacturing business – a
model the company believes could work
in Australian conditions.
Renergia is a cutting edge,
environmentally-friendly municipal EfW
plant located next to the Perlen Papier
paper factory near Lucerne. Processing
municipal waste from council and
industrial collections, the facility runs on
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two lines and is designed to operate at
a capacity of 200,000 tonnes a year.
The site was chosen as it needed to
provide the steam off-take to the paper
factory next door and for access to the
local heating network.
HZI Managing Director – Australia

The Renergia plant, with Hitachi Zosen
Inova technology, in Switzerland.

Marc Stammbach says there are
several environmental benefits of a
plant such as Renergia that could
apply equally in Australia: avoiding
emissions and other undesirable
outputs from landfills; producing
steam and electricity without using
heating oil; and importantly, the energy
produced is around 50% renewable.
See page 58.
A new study from the University
of Newcastle, NSW, has analysed
research on the effectiveness of
asbestos regulations in Australia, and
their impact for those working in the
hazardous waste removal, transportation
and disposal sectors.
To try and understand the
effectiveness of regulatory change
relating to asbestos use in Australian
construction, the researchers examined
data from the NSW Dust Diseases

Board – which provides compensation
to workers disabled by a work-related
dust disease – together with data from
several studies published between
2010 and 2013.
The researchers conclude that
regulations are having a positive
effect on asbestos exposure levels,
but the risk to those working in
hazardous waste is still evident, though
decreasing. They identify issues around
the proper, safe handling of asbestoscontaminated construction materials,
especially by self-employed operators
and home owners.
The study concludes that there
is a renewed need for re-education
and further access to training for all
those whose professional work or
DIY practices could expose them
to asbestos in known or unknown
circumstances.
See page 63.

Re-inventing

Additional details available at
wastedge.com/brochures
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News in brief

The impacts for waste management companies following natural
disasters is the focus of the WasteNSW 2016 conference.

EXPERTS CONFIRMED FOR
WASTENSW 2016
Australia’s first conference dedicated to
addressing the risks of natural disasters
for the waste and resource recovery
industry will be held at the end of this
month.
The WasteNSW 2016 Natural
Disasters, Risk Management
Conference, organised by the Waste
Management Association of Australia
(WMAA), will take place between 27
and 29 April at Crowne Plaza, Hunter
Valley, NSW.
The program features expert speakers
from a range of backgrounds, including
academia, politics and environmental
solutions, who have extensive
experience and knowledge of waste
management and clean-up requirements
following extreme weather events, such
as bushfires, cyclones and floods. Each
presentation will examine the impact
natural disasters have upon waste
management and resource recovery
assets, how best to protect them
from natural disasters and minimise
disruptions to operations.
The former Queensland Premier, Anna
Bligh, provides the keynote address. Ms
Bligh was in office during the 2010/11
Queensland floods, and oversaw the
management of the aftermath.
Tony Pearce, Inspector-General
Emergency Management for Victoria’s
Department of Justice and Regulation,
is the second keynote speaker. He has
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worked in intelligence, national security,
emergency and crisis management roles
for more than 30 years, including four
years with the Australian Government in
the role of Director-General Emergency
Management Australia.
Aside from the speaker presentations
and in-depth workshop, the program
offers several social and networking
opportunities. This includes a golf
tournament co-ordinated by an ex-PGA
professional, and a conference dinner.
Full details of the program, speakers,
registration and accommodation are
available on the conference website
www.wastensw.com.au.
COFFS WASTE CONFERENCE –
MARKING A MILESTONE
Waste avoidance and resource recovery
is the focus of this year’s Coffs Harbour
Conference – Waste 2016.
A record number of attendees are
expected for the 20th anniversary of
what many consider to be Australia’s
premier waste management conference,
which will be held from 3 to 5 May at
Opal Cove Resort.
The event will feature two full days
of presentations, a comprehensive
trade exhibition and social events on
three evenings providing invaluable
networking opportunities.
This year’s event starts with a packed
pre-conference agenda on Tuesday 3
May. This includes a Landfill Application
training course, which will be run at

Englands Road Waste Management
Depot in Coffs Harbour, as well as a
workshop on how to run an effective
community campaign for waste
management. WMAA and the Clean
Energy Regulator will also be hosting
pre-conference events.
The conference starts formally
on Wednesday 4 May with keynote
addresses from three diverse expert
speakers, Paul Frith, Director of UKbased Frith Resource Management;
Steve Beaman, Executive Director
Waste and Resource Recovery, NSW
EPA; and Mike Ritchie, Managing
Director, MRA Consulting Group.
The conference sessions are split into
several streams to match the areas of
interest for the diverse range of industry
professionals attending. The streams
include planning and infrastructure,
education and technology, and product
stewardship.
The diverse social events include
the ever-popular themed conference
dinner. This year’s theme is the 1920s
and The Great Gatsby – so attendees
are encouraged to bring their costumes
for an unforgettable anniversary
celebration.
Full event details, including
the conference program, preconference events, registration and
accommodation information, and social
events, are online at www.waste2016.
impactenviro.com.au.

A session at last year’s Coffs
Harbour Waste Conference.

COVER FEATURE

NEW TECHNOLOGIES,
NEW PARTNERSHIPS
AS HIS ORGANISATION PREPARES FOR THE NEXT ERA OF WASTE
MANAGEMENT, SOUTHERN METROPOLITAN REGIONAL COUNCIL
CHAIRMAN CAMERON SCHUSTER FORECASTS MORE LARGE-SCALE
PROJECTS BETWEEN LOCAL GOVERNMENT AND PRIVATE OPERATORS
AS THE NEXT BIG THING IN THE INDUSTRY.
14 / WMR / April-May 2016

W

ith his extensive experience
of the sustainability,
environmental
management and waste sectors in
Western Australia, Cameron Schuster
is able to offer candid, knowledgeable
view of the regional waste
management situation.
“A lot of material is still being
landfilled in some parts of Australia
which in other areas is readily being
recycled and reused,” he says.
In a country almost the size of
continental Europe but with only 23
million people scattered around it – a
situation almost unique to Australia –
Cameron says the aims of the circular
economy here need to be balanced
against economics and what is possible
with smaller populations.
“You can’t provide the same service
in a rural, bush town that you can in
the centre of a major metropolitan
city,” adds Cameron. “The country
misses the economies of scale due to
its geography and demography.”
Following long-term roles in the
WA public sector and the Wesfarmers
Group, Cameron now runs his own
consultancy offering expertise in
planning, sustainable business and
environmental management.
A natural leader who enjoyed
a longstanding involvement with
community projects, his evolution into
a council role was perhaps inevitable.
He was elected councillor to the
City of Melville in 2013 then to the
Southern Metropolitan Regional
Council (SMRC), where he was
elected as Chair that October.

SMRC background and a new plan
The SMRC is a statutory local
government authority established
in 1991 by local governments in
southern metropolitan Perth. It
employs 73 staff and provides work
for 100 local small businesses and
contractors each month. With a
commitment to supporting the WA

Government’s targets of diverting
waste from landfill, it delivers waste
management solutions for five
member councils: the town of East
Fremantle, and the cities of Cockburn,
Fremantle, Kwinana and Melville.
This covers 340 square kilometres
with a combined population of more
than 288,000 people.
Among those solutions is its state-ofthe-art, $100 million Regional Resource
Recovery Centre (RRRC) in Canning
Vale, 20 kilometres from Perth, which
comprises waste composting, materials
recovery and green waste facilities. The
hub receives, recycles, and processes
most of the kerbside collected waste
from its member local governments and
the community.
To prepare for its waste management
needs amid ongoing population
growth, the SMRC started work
on its new Draft Strategic Waste
Management Plan (SWMP) in 2015
and delivered it to member councils
in December. The impetus was to
renew the previous iteration that was
about five years old, in which time the
community and options available for
waste management have moved on.
“It’s about making the most
efficient use of the infrastructure and
the investment we have collectively
through the SMRC,” says Cameron.
“It has pushed the conversation
about what comes next, whether
that is waste to energy, or turning
the waste composting facility into a
true green and organic facility, which
will improve its life, efficiency and
maintenance requirements.”
The SMRC and its member
councils have a number of decisions
to work their way through in the
next two years to set a path forward,
for both existing technologies used
and additional services they could
collaborate on.
Although the SMRC currently
only provides waste treatment at its
RRRC for members, Cameron sees

an opportunity for collaboration on
collections and other services in the
future, but that would be a decision
for each member council.
“We are having those discussions
because they are raised in the
SWMP,” he says. This is timely as
the City of Melville, for example, is
reviewing its entire waste management
infrastructure, exploring the best and
most efficient ways to operate it.
“My view is that it’s inevitable in the
future that councils will pool resources
to deliver those services, as they all
have assets, like trucks, that aren’t used
as much they could be,” says Cameron.
“Councils can realise efficiencies of
scale from coming together for waste
collection and transport activities.”
Cameron explains how the SMRC
tried to be “technologically agnostic”
while compiling the SWMP, as they
anticipate that in the 2020s there
will be a change in waste treatment
technology, which he hopes will
further embed resource recovery and
efficiency into the community mindset.
He says that many people expect the
next phase to be waste to energy, but
acknowledges issues will arise around

Did you know...
SMRC: at a glance
•

Its Regional Resource
Recovery Centre
diverts 95,000+
tonnes of waste a year
from landfill

•

Its waste composting
facility produces
20,000+ tonnes of
compost a year

•

In 2014, it diverted
70%+ of waste from
landfill – exceeding
the WA Government
target of 50% by
2015 and 65% by
2020.
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the type of technology, how to fund
it and risk allocation.
“Communities need to address
these issues within the next three
years, given the long lead time for a
major new waste treatment facility
to be contracted, funded, built and
commissioned.”
The SMRC expects responses on the
draft SWMP from its members by early
April. The document incorporates
around 40 recommendations to meet
the member councils’ future waste
management needs.
“If we manage to do half of those,
we’ll make a significant improvement
and difference for waste management
in this part of Perth,” adds Cameron.
“It sets up the SMRC for the next
generation of technologies, whatever
they may be.”
Achieving goals through private
partnerships
Considering opportunities for the
SMRC and other local governments
at this time of development for waste
management, Cameron forecasts
increased involvement from the
private sector, with more partnerships
between local governments and private
firms to achieve councils’ goals.
“That implies a future of councils
needing advanced contracting skills,
including appropriate risk allocation,
financial analysis and environmental
assessment, in making long-term
commitments on behalf of councils
and their communities around
adopting particular technologies,”
says Cameron.
For this to work and private firms
to continue to provide a service
that they’re contracted to provide,
Cameron asserts that the operators
who fund these projects must get a
decent return on investment.
“The next big thing will be big
contracts between local government
and private operators, and that
probably means councils will have
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“Councils can realise efficiencies of
scale from coming together for waste
collection and transport activities.”
Cameron Schuster Chairman, Southern Metropolitan Regional Council

to join together to achieve some
economies of scale and efficiencies,”
Cameron adds.
Perhaps SMRC’s first visible step
down this route is its recent decision
to put its MRF out to tender for sale.
Applications closed recently and the
tenders are being evaluated, with a
final decision due to be made by June.
Cameron says the sale is due to the
MRF’s capacity being much larger
than the supply of recyclables from
the member councils. Over time,
the SMRC has found itself unable to
compete against the spot prices offered
by some local private operators.
“It became a natural decision to say
that another firm could make more
Cameron with colleague Taryn Davis at the
Regional Resource Recovery Centre.

value out of it because they would be
able to attract additional recyclables,”
explains Cameron.
The MRF has been handling around
40,000 tonnes a year for the SMRC,
but is capable of processing much
more for the same capital outlay.
Another consideration for the tender
is that each member councils must
commit to a minimum period of 10
years to SMRC’s service. Therefore,
the tenders will be assessed on what
the companies are willing to pay
for the plant and their proposals to
members for treating their recyclables
over the 10-year contract.
With SMRC’s experiences in mind,
Cameron predicts a change in how

municipalities handle their waste
management requirements going
forward, due to the investment and
resource involved to do it efficiently.
“I’m not sure local governments
are natural owners of commercial
facilities. Some of the rules and
processes that govern them means
they aren’t nimble enough to take
advantage of short-term opportunities
that a private company can,” Cameron
says. “Commercial waste management
facilities should be able to stand on
their own two feet, balancing revenue
versus costs to achieve a viable profit.”
Pursuing better outcomes
Reflecting on how waste management
has evolved over the years in WA,
Cameron cites several positive
developments he has noticed.
First he mentions the improvement
in the standard of waste management
facilities through licensing and
regulation, leading to a decline in
metropolitan landfills.

“This has involved inappropriate
sites being closed down and the liquid
waste industry being overhauled so it
now operates with higher standards
and higher integrity,” says Cameron.
He also notes a mature assessment
of partnerships that have formed
between local governments and
private operators across all aspects
of the industry, including collection,
transport, treatment and sale.
“The private sector and local
government regarded each other with
some suspicion 25 years ago. That
has more or less gone now, and they
quite happily work with each other to
mutual benefit,” he adds.
A significant point of pride for
Cameron and his colleagues, however,
has been the outcomes of the SMRC
actively engaging with and educating
the community about their waste,
recycling and reuse.
Recycle Right is a SMRC-led
campaign, which encourages and
assists residents and businesses in WA
to reduce their waste, recycle more
and live more sustainably.
The website includes an ‘A to Z of
recycling’, kits and factsheets, clear
signposting of which items to put
in which bin and various links to
get involved with waste reduction
initiatives. It also highlights SMRC’s
facilities, providing information to
encourage local community and
school groups to book a RRRC tour.
The tours aim to educate visitors
about what happens to their waste
and how the recycling process works.
The free Recycle Right mobile app
extends the campaign’s reach.
“We’ve been pleased to see a
sustained, incremental and positive
movement in how dry recyclables
are handled by households, so that
recycling is now becoming universal
and the norm,” says Cameron.
The amount of waste per household
has been decreasing for the last five
years in SMRC region.

“Now that could mean that the
public education programs are
having an effect, or that the global
financial crisis’s ongoing impact
on reducing what people dispose
of and, therefore, the amounts of
waste created,” he muses.
The SMRC and its members are
strongly behind Recycle Right, so
much so that they are offering it to
other councils. It has already been
licensed to the West Australian Local
Government Association (WALGA) so
it can be accessed by all WA councils.
Cameron says he would like to see
Recycle Right used more widely and
become the standard waste education
program across the state.
“A big obstacle to getting people to
put the right thing in the right bin is
inconsistency of messaging across local
governments,” he says. “Delivering
clear, consistent and repeatable
messages is key in all successful
communication programs.”
Recycle Right has been designed so
that it fits in with a broader WA Waste
Strategy and can be coupled with any
other entity’s branding.
In the meantime, Cameron is generally
positive about Australia’s journey
towards a resource revolution, although
he says that isn’t a term he uses.
“To me it’s as simple as making
sure that every resource that can be
recovered, reused or recycled, or waste
reduced, is done to make sure we
don’t pass on more of a burden to the
next generation,” he says.
Despite welcoming the current
national product stewardship programs
that are helping to reduce the impacts
of e-waste and tyres, Cameron says
he would like a focus on the smaller,
more complex waste streams that are
more difficult to recycle.
“For me, it’s all about using
resources efficiently and effectively
in a way to benefit for human kind,
and to protect and enhance the
environment.”
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Addressing hazards
during front lift waste collection

WHEN VEOLIA WANTED TO TACKLE THE RISKS ASSOCIATED WITH FRONT BIN
LIFT OPERATIONS, SUPERIOR PAK DEVELOPED A BRAND NEW, CUSTOMISED
SOLUTION THAT IS NOW AVAILABLE TO THE GENERAL MARKET.

O

ur working approach is
‘Always Safe’ – if we can’t do
a job safely, we won’t do it

at all.”
So says Wayne Quirk, Fleet and
Equipment Manager for Veolia
Commercial Services NSW.
In response to an incident in
Victoria, Wayne approached Superior
Pak in August 2015 about creating a
customised pedestrian detection system
(PDS) for its front loaders.
Veolia’s relationship with Superior
Pak goes back many years, and was
renewed after the latter was divested
from Transpacific Industries in 2013.
While Veolia’s National Equipment
Group had previously approached
other suppliers about a system that
would mitigate the risk of harm to
pedestrians and property during front
lift bin tipping operations, there had
been little progress.
“When we discussed a revised
front lift body specification for NSW,
Rob Wrigley at Superior Pak agreed
that the idea had merit and the team
started work on a concept straight
away,” says Wayne.
To manipulate, lift and tip a front
lift bin safely requires a fair degree of
skill and a high level of concentration.
This work often takes place in
bustling, populated public spaces, and
with the driver focusing on the task at
hand. As a result, there is an inherent
risk of injury, as nearby pedestrians can
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possibly be unaware of the work being
conducted around them.
“Veolia has a strong safety culture
and was keen to get on the front foot
with this and other enhancements,”
says Garry Whineray, Superior Pak’s
National Sales Manager.
Superior Pak’s engineers, based at
the Bundaberg factory, had previously
developed other customised solutions
for clients, including a wireless,

handheld pendant controller for a
front lift bin operation and an autogather bin collection system for the
rear loader model. So they were ready
to take on the challenge.
Veolia specified they wanted a PDS
that would monitor activity in front of
the bin lifter and stop it from working
if anybody or anything came into or
around the operating area.
“There was nothing similar on the

market at the time,” explains Garry.
“While some of the technology was
there, like the rear reverse sensors
and cameras you get on cars, nobody
had provided anything with sensors
to create a geofence on the front
of a vehicle during operation and
effectively stop the bin lifter operation
if something was detected.”
A responsive approach
The PDS system needed customised
software to communicate with
Superior Pak’s CAN-Bus control
system – a digital, electronic hydraulic
motion control system for the driver to
operate the bin lifter and packer blade.
“I was initially surprised at the
team’s consultative, inventive and
proactive approach to developing the
system,” says Wayne. “Rather than
adapting an off-the-shelf product or
delivering what an engineer believes
to meet the requirement, Superior Pak

encouraged input and feedback during
the entire project. The end-result was
a quality, integrated and user-friendly
system.”
The original plan was to develop
and incorporate the system on the
new trucks for 2016. Therefore Veolia
was delighted when the proactive
engineering team developed it within
two months of the initial concept
discussions. This meant the prototype
could be fitted and trialled in late
October on its last 2015 truck.
Wayne was delighted with just how
well it worked on the trial run, a true
acid test, after which it required only
minor modifications.
How it works
The Superior Pak PDS incorporates
two high-tech sensors that are
mounted to the front of the truck cab
to monitor two detection areas: Zone
B immediately in front of the cab,
where the bin descends, that detects
stationary and moving hazards, and
Zone A for the area immediately
around Zone B that monitors for
movement only.
The detection system is enabled
automatically on start-up to monitor
the surroundings at all times. After
a bin is emptied into the hopper and
the bin descent starts, if any moving
object or person is detected in Zone
A, or if any stationary or moving

DETECTION ZONES

object or person is sensed in Zone
B, the PDS sets off an audible and
visual alarm in the cab to alert the
driver to the hazard and immediately
stops the bin lowering action. Once
the driver acknowledges the warning
and indicates that the area is safe, the
operation can be restarted.
“Where it’s ingenious is when
the bin comes down, if anything
triggers the sensor in the operating
range, it completely disables the
lifting hydraulics – so it’s a fail-safe
solution,” adds Wayne.
As soon as the PDS was perfected,
it was included in the specification
for Veolia’s truck orders for 2015 and
2016 for Victoria and Queensland.
Wayne is pleased with the end result,
which he says has exceeded his
expectations.
“It works flawlessly – it didn’t even
need a day’s worth of tweaking after
that first trial,” says Wayne. “Superior
Pak has also given our maintenance
staff training on the system and
provided inductions for new drivers
using it for the first time. They even
accompanied them on runs to show
them how it works.”
“Their engineers always do
thorough training with our workshop
team to explain how to maintain their
range of products. The after-sales
support is fantastic.”
Another 14 front loaders with the
An illlustration of the two areas where the
pedestrian detection system monitors activity.

ZONE A

ZONE A

A Veolia front lift truck equipped with the
new pedestrian detection system from
Superior Pak.

ZONE

B

ZONE A
System Operation Process:
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1. Bin has been emptied into the hopper and
bin descent has begun.
2. Detection System is automatically enabled.
3. Any moving object/person detected within Zone A will set off audible alarm and automatically stop bin lower

INNOVATOR

The pedestrian detection sensors in situ.

PDS are in production for Veolia, with
nine for Victoria, four for New South
Wales and one for Queensland. The
environmental solutions company

then plans to table the system to
its National Equipment Group for
inclusion in its national specification.
The system can also be retro-fitted
to all older Superior Pak front-lifts
if required, so Veolia is strongly
considering doing this for existing
front loaders that work in highlypedestrianised areas where possible.
“Superior Pak is at the cutting edge
of developing modern technology
for the waste industry,” says Wayne.
“They’re down-to-earth, approachable
people, who are ready to understand
your challenges and come up with
solutions to our ‘projected wants’.”
After developing the technology
for Veolia, Superior Pak is ready to
release it to the general market.
Garry says this project has been the
ideal demonstration of how Superior
Pak’s team live out the company’s

mission of providing tailored products
and services to its customers.
“We recognise how much a good
supportive working relationship
means to our clients, so they know
they’re not facing a challenge by
themselves,” says Garry.
He says the account managers are
always being approached about the
potential for developing something
not currently available, and the
engineers manage to listen to clients,
find out exactly what they’re looking
for and make sure they end up with a
good solution.
“This project for Veolia sits
perfectly within that niche –
developing something from the
ground up in true partnership with
a client,” adds Garry.
More details can be requested from
www.superiorpak.com.au/ContactUs.

UNIQUE VERSATILITY
The most versatile waste shredder on the market

Applicable
even for the most
challenging materials
From landﬁll compactors, shredders and compost windrow turners,
through to state-of-the-art crushing and screening equipment,
GCM Enviro has it all. Top quality equipment from world-renown
manufacturers.
Ph: (02) 9457 9399

www.gcmenviro.com

STREETS AHEAD

OF THE COMPETITION

See us at Waste Management in Action, 5-7 May, Melbourne Showgrounds.

FAUN Road Sweepers

NOISE-DUST-FUEL-WATER Pioneers

No matter how demanding your cleaning task Wastech can provide you with a
FAUN Road Sweeper that will cope with any demands.

Low Noise Levels
The “Silent Plus” system enables highly
effective noise reduction both inside
and outside the cab. Book an onsite
demonstration to hear it for yourself.

FAUN Road Sweepers are extremely robust, efficient and versatile with a range
of models and configurations.
The VIAJET STREAMLINE RANGE is a speedster for the city with great
maneuverablity whilst still being powerful. Environmentally friendly with low
emission thanks to the FAUN air circulation system for minimal fine dust
emissions.
High quality German engineering backed by Wastech’s comprehensive mobile
and service centre back up and support.

Low Dust Emissions
The air recycling system constantly
recirculates air resulting in a 50%
decrease in fine dust emissions
compared to conventional systems.
Greater Fuel Economy and Water Capacity
The focus is on economy and efficiency, instead of unused power reserves.
An auxiliary engine powers the road sweeper functions’ independently; the use
of smaller and lighter engines caters for a greater payload and water storage
capacity; increasing the time that the sweeper remains operational.

To Arrange a Demonstration Call

1800 465 465
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Recycling for
the digital generation
A START-UP COMPANY HAS BUILT AND LAUNCHED A NEW MOBILE
APPLICATION TO FACILITATE BETTER RECYCLING IN AUSTRALIA.

W

e are a group of young
professionals, from a range
of backgrounds, who are
passionate about the environment. We
saw a big gap in the market to engage
digitally with residents to help them
recycle effectively.”
That summary is from Tony
Perna, Director of Marketing and
Communications and co-founder of
RecycleSmart, the company behind a
mobile application (app) of the same
name that shows users how and where
to dispose of their recyclables.
Following a soft launch and
extensive user testing with councils
this past November, the improved
RecycleSmart app was launched to
the public in February.
About two years in gestation,
it is the innovation of a group of
social innovators and entrepreneurs
in Sydney. They started out by
researching what apps were on the
market that gave people information
about recycling, but that also offered
an interface between councils and their
citizens. They found a gap.
“Education in this space, especially
that is available digitally, is quite low,”
says Tony. “Residents can be very
engaged about recycling, but they hit
a wall when they want information
quickly. Meanwhile, interactions
between residents and councils
are often around complaints.
“We wanted to build an app to bring
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“We’re genuinely passionate
about helping councils with
engaging with people to improve
environmental outcomes.”
Tony Perna Director of Marketing and Communicationsand co-founder of RecycleSmart

down barriers between residents and
councils,” he adds.
The team set about creating a tool
to eliminate any confusion behind
recycling, which would help to
increase municipal recycling rates and
resource recovery, while at the same
time offering a platform for council/
community interaction.
First, they accumulated data
from more than 500 councils in
Australia about how to recycle over
250 household items. Then, after
collaborating with Planet Ark, they
integrated with its RecyclingNearYou
online database to leverage its
nationwide information about
recycling services offered by councils,
as well as local disposal options for
items including computers, batteries,
printer cartridges and mobile phones.
“Australia is unique in that even
councils within close proximity to each
other have different rules with regards
to what they recycle,” explains Tony.
RecycleSmart worked with several
councils in Sydney leading up to the
build to create what they believe to be

Australia’s most comprehensive app
providing details of recycling services
and product stewardship schemes.
For council waste management
services, the app offers a new way
to connect with service users

A screenshot of the RecycleSmart
app’s map locator tool.

and save and redeploy limited
financial resources.
Users can let their local councils
know how to improve recycling in
their communities through the app’s
“Tell our council” feature. They can
upload a photo and description of the
issue, for example, a missed rubbish
collection, illegal dumping or any
other form of feedback, positive or
negative. That information is then
placed on a dashboard to give the
council an opportunity to address
the problem and report back to
the resident.
The app also has a calendar
function, which allows users to receive
push notifications reminding them of
bin collection days or one-off recycling
events in their local area.
“They don’t have to access the
calendar to see events, as their
council can easily notify residents of
notable recycling events and create
an extra level of engagement and
interactivity,” adds Tony.
Users can also access Planet Ark’s
blog and selective newsfeeds relevant
to sustainability in Australia.
Tony says RecycleSmart offers three
main benefits for councils. First, it
doesn’t require a large investment,
which is a normal barrier of entry due
to the cost of building and maintaining
a tool like this. It is free for councils
and users to use. The additional
interactivity functions are available to
councils for a nominal monthly fee
and without a lock-in contract, so they
can trial the service before using it as
an ongoing platform.
“When a council requests the extra
functionality, it takes just four weeks
to set this up. They also get technical
and marketing support,” explains
Tony. “We’re genuinely passionate
about helping councils engage with
people to improve environmental
outcomes.”

The app informs residents what
products can and can’t be recycled.

Second, it creates more interactions
between councils and residents. “We’re
just in the initial phase now, but there
will be enhancements, such as more
features to improve the user experience
and how councils can interact with
their residents,” says Tony.
The third benefit is its educational
aspects, as users can learn what
happens to their products when they
throw them away, what items can be
recycled and how to minimise waste.
‘In the long term, this will have an
impact on how much councils spend
on waste management,” states Tony.
“Having more conscious recyclers in
your community will have an impact on
how much gets recycled and recovered.
“Keeping waste out of landfill helps
councils allocate municipal resources
more effectively on other services to
the benefit of local communities.”
The next task for the RecycleSmart
team is to raise awareness of the app
with municipalities and the general
public. It is also looking to form

partnerships with key players in the
industry that have similar values and
objectives. The team has received
very positive feedback from councils
since the initial release phase and it
has already achieved more than
3,000 downloads.
“Usually, when someone tries to find
out what they can recycle or dispose
of where, it takes quite some time
and searching around on numerous
websites or navigating council portals,
meaning they often abandon their
enquiry, whereas with our app it takes
about 20 seconds,” says Tony.
They want residents to use it
and keep using it long term, as it
creates ongoing interactions between
councils and their residents.
“The waste management industry
hasn’t fully engaged with digital
communications for education and
engagement yet,” says Tony. “Yet
people of all ages and backgrounds
are digitally literate and use their
mobile devices to access information
quickly. RecycleSmart taps into this
phenomenon.”
The RecycleSmart app can be
downloaded for free on iOS and
Android at RecycleSmart.com.au or
from the RecyclingNearYou.com.au
website.

Tony Perna, co-founder of RecycleSmart.
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Turbo-charging
biomass to energy
ITALIAN MANUFACTURER TURBODEN BELIEVES ITS ORGANIC RANKINE CYCLE
WASTE-TO-ENERGY GENERATORS ARE A VIABLE, SUSTAINABLE SOLUTION
FOR AUSTRALIA’S WASTE MANAGEMENT NEEDS.
Turboden’s ORC biomass co-generation
plant at Varna-Bolzarno, Italy.

W

hen it comes to turning
renewable sources into
heat and electrical power,
Turboden can rightly claim to be a
world-leading expert.
Founded in Italy and acquired by
Mitsubishi Heavy Industries in 2013,
Turboden has been developing and
producing Organic Rankine Cycle
(ORC) turbogenerators since 1980.
This continually-updated, state-ofthe-art equipment generates heat and
power from renewable sources, and
recovers heat in industrial processes.
ORC is a well-known technology for
energy production, mostly in biomass
and geothermal applications.
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Environmental concern over climate
change, a desire to make use of waste
streams and countering rising oil
prices are stimulating the uptake of
this efficient, clean and reliable way
of producing electricity.
The company has vast experience in
helping firms obtain value from waste
streams, having supplied over 260
biomass and nine waste-to-energy plants
around the world. This past September,
its first biomass plant in Australia was
commissioned. The unit at Wagin, WA,
is built next to an oat mill. The waste
oat husks are burnt to generate heat
and clean electricity, helping to reduce
operating costs and emissions.

Turboden’s Business Development
Manager for Oceania, Carlo Minini,
is now based in Melbourne to
leverage this first project and share
the technology with the Australian
market.
How ORC turbogenerators work
ORC technology works like a
traditional steam turbine, but instead
of using water vapour, the ORC
unit vaporizes a high-molecularmass organic fluid. With high cycle
efficiency, this achieves strong electric
performance, and has the benefits
of slower turbine rotation, lower
pressure, and no erosion of metal
componentry, all which contribute
to a longer working life and minimal
downtime.
Turboden believes there are several
factors that make ORC technology
a successful alternative to traditional
steam turbines, which have added
benefits when coupled with waste
streams.
Significantly, it has low operation
and maintenance costs (about half
that of steam turbines) as it is fully
automated and doesn’t need an
operator or specialist engineer to
function. It remains highly efficient
at partial loads, offering flexible
operations, increased operating
hours and more megawatt hours
(i.e. energy), and therefore revenue,
generated in a year.

Also, the ORC technology does
not use water in the thermodynamic
cycle and is particularly suited to dry
cooling (compared to wet cooling
towers, where water is chemically
treated and gets consumed). So it can
operate without consuming any water,
useful for regions with scarce water
supplies and for environmentallyconscious projects.
An Australian W2E solution?
With Australian local governments
and environmental solutions providers
considering their directions for
waste management in the future,
Turboden believes its technology
offers a useful, viable option for the
country – to avoid some waste streams
going to landfill, to fit with Australian
conditions, and to generate a revenue
stream from selling the energy outputs.
“Australia is blessed with abundance
of renewable energy resources,
including those that are suitable for
the ORC,” says Carlo. “There is
plenty of sun for concentrated solar
power, or thermodynamic solar. And
there is plenty of wood biomass, food
processing biomass, green waste and
other waste material.”
This Australian scenario fits in
with two of Turboden’s main areas of

application. The first is using biomass
co-generation or tri-generation for
the likes of district heating networks,
combined cooling, heating and power
(CCHP) in large buildings, timber
drying in sawmills and sawdust drying
in wood pellet factories. The second
is waste heat recovery by producing
electrical power from exhaust streams
in industrial processes, such as waste
incineration.
“In Australia, I am particularly
positive about the potential for our
ORC units in bioenergy facilities,
such as forestry or food processing,
for small to medium size waste-toenergy plants, such as up to 20 to 30
megawatts electric,” adds Carlo.
He adds that biomass is an ideal
energy source because it is readily
available, can be stored for long
periods and is often cost-effective.
The plants would burn the biomass
or biogas, and use the heat to raise
vapour from the organic fluids to
generate electricity.
In his assessment since becoming
more familiar with the dirrent
industries in the country, Carlo sees a
number of interesting opportunities
in Australia. He identifies one as the
resources and energy sector, where
waste heat can be recovered from

large gas engines or gas turbines used
in mining sites to generate “fuel-free”
electricity.
“Waste to energy is also an obvious
option as an alternative to steam
turbines in incineration or gasification
of waste, or on gas flares and with gas
engines in landfills,” adds Carlo.
Technical information on Turboden’s
ORC turbogenerator applications can
be found online at www.turboden.eu
or by direct enquiry to carlo.minini@
turboden.com.

Carlo Minini on site at Enel Green
Power, Livorno, Tuscany.

Weigh by the BIN or TRUCKLOAD
If your organisation needs scale system for compliance
or you need the actual bin weights, Loadman has a
solution.
LoadMan can help by accurately weighing
each and every load with 99% accuracy. But the
measurement doesn’t stop there – you need data.
LoadMan’s weigh-in-motion, on-board truck scale
system gives you an end-to-end solution.
LoadMan’s fully automated system will let your
drivers drive™ while collecting and sharing data in real
time. And using LoadMan Load Management software,
custom reports are just a few key strokes away.
Start tracking your progress to zero waste today.

In addition to weigh-in-motion systems, Loadman
Australia offers a range of suspension based and load
cell scale systems for all waste truck applications.

www.loadman.com.au
1300 LOADMAN
1300 562 362
info@loadman.com.au

ALLISON AUTOMATIC
TRANSMISSIONS ARE UP
FOR THE CHALLENGE

WHATEVER YOUR DRIVING DEMANDS –
ALLISON AUTOMATICS DELIVER EVERY TIME.
At Penske Power Systems, we know

Penske Power Systems backs all of

stop-start refuse work is tough on your

this with its expert Allison team, who

transmission. That’s why we’ve partnered

know their product inside out, and an

with Allison, and have done for over

extensive Australia-wide support network,

40 years, to deliver the best automatic

available 24/7.

transmissions available in the market today.
Allison Transmissions stand for the ultimate

So choose Allison Transmissions –
they’re up for the challenge.

in stop-start performance and durability.

penskeps.com | 1300 688 338

Waste: the power
behind our future cities
MARTIN BIOPOWER’S CEO SEES A BRIGHT FUTURE FOR WASTE TO ENERGY
PLANTS IN AUSTRALIA TO TACKLE WASTE MANAGEMENT AND POWER
GENERATION CHALLENGES, USING AN ITALIAN PLANT AS A WORKING EXAMPLE.

A

t the recent Australian Industrial
Ecology Network conference,
Professor Dr Gerhard Janssen
had a clear message for the audience.
“If an organisation is looking for
a radical solution to reduce methane
and hazardous outcomes in waste
management they cannot ignore waste
to energy.”
Gerhard is the CEO of Martin
Biopower – the Australian arm of
German-headquartered Martin GmbH.
One of the world’s leaders in waste to
energy (W2E) technology, including
consulting, design and build for turnkey
projects, the company was established
in Munich in 1925. It is responsible for
more than 430 plants around the world.
Martin Biopower was established
in Australia to bring its expertise in
helping the country to address waste
management needs.

Suitability for treating waste
in Australia
The Martin W2E plants allow for
changes in the waste stream, which
is attractive to investors considering

The Martin plant in
Brescia, northern Italy.

the long-term future of such a waste
treatment option.
The Martin Reverse-Acting Grate
Vario (V-type) is part of its technology
offering. A progression of its original
system, it offers flexibility around the
types of waste that a W2E plant can
expect to experience in an operational
life of over 30 years.
“The grates can be adjusted to suit
the varying requirements of different
fuels by changing the speed of waste
feed and combustion conditions,”
explains Gerhard.
The newer system also does away
with the need to cool the grate as
a constant covering protects the
equipment from excessive thermal
loads. It also allows for modular

construction, as consecutive runs can
be installed up to about 15 metres.
“Our plants can handle all sorts of
municipal solid waste (MSW), including
general domestic, commercial and
industrial,” states Gerhard. “They can
treat any material that shouldn’t be
landfilled in the waste hierarchy after
reuse and recycle.”
The technology with these waste
to energy plants is good for the
environment, and especially so when
compared against the impacts of
landfills.
“It takes methane out of the cycle,
and therefore considerably reduces the
CO2 footprint of waste management
operations,” Gerhard says. “Emissions
aren’t an issue, as they fall well below
the acceptable European level, which
is the highest benchmark to meet. No
industry is regulated more than waste to
energy, and our plants always perform
better than the relevant standards.”
The process also has recycling
benefits, as metals such as iron, copper
and aluminium are discharged with the
bottom ash so can be recovered.
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“Metal recyclers love our plants,”
adds Gerhard.
The footprint of a plant with one
incineration line is usually between
40,000 and 50,000 square metres;
the space required increases to about
80,000 square metres to allow two or
more lines.
The facilities also have low
operational costs for the volume of
waste material processed and energy
generated. For a typical W2E plant
operated 24/7 for at least 8,000 hours
per year per line, taking into account
the need for functions including
mechanical and electrical maintenance,
incoming waste reception, and
administration, it can run with between
40 and 60 employees.
Gerhard emphasises that this is a
reliable technology that can work for
more than 30 years, provides high
electrical efficiency and a good return
on investment for the long term.
“You can enter a long-term agreement
with a client or group or organisations
to use the offtake from the plant as part
of the waste service agreement, or agree
a contract to produce electricity for a
long-term period for a fixed price, so
there is continuity,” says Gerhard.
In terms of maximising the efficiency
of such technology in Australia,

A graphic showing the Martin
Reverse-Acting Grate Vario.
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Gerhard says it works best in the
centre of a modern industrial estate,
where there are businesses such as
food processing, recycling, industrial
laundries, that can supply some of the
waste stream and use the offtake in
their processes. This model is currently
working in Switzerland and Germany.
“There would be scope to use the
steam for heating and cooling next
to airports, office centres and central
business districts,” adds Gerhard.
“There are no troublesome emissions,
so these plants can be closer to cities.
It can be used in of-grid solutions
for heating and cooling as there is an
offtake around the clock.”
Gerhard says the company has
many facilities that are operational in
other countries that are relevant to the
Australian market. One such facility is
at Brescia, northern Italy.
The Brescia plant: an Australian
possibility
Brescia is a city in the Lombardia
region with about 200,000 inhabitants.
Its wider region encompasses nearly
half a million people and is a largely
industrial area.
The Brescia W2E plant is owned and
operated by large Italian firm A2A. In
2006, Waste to Energy Research and
Technology Council judged it the best
W2E plant in the world in its industry
awards.
According to Gerhard, the plant’s
core technologies – the grate, boiler and
flue gas treatment – are very similar to
what it would offer in Australia.
Besides MSW and biomass, a plant
like Brescia can also handle waste
streams like commercial and industrial
and construction and demolition,
as well as sewage sludge in certain
percentages. This makes the technology
particularly suitable to Australian
conditions, where compliance with
source separation can often be low.
“Waste to energy plants using
grate systems for incineration do not

require any kind of pre-sorting or pretreatment,” explains Gerhard. “Waste
is fed into the combustion system as
it is arrives by the collecting trucks.
An exception is only bulky waste,
like furniture, which will have to be
shredded on site.”
The Brescia plant has three lines,
each of which can process 42.2 tonnes
of waste per hour, or more than 1,000
tonnes a day.
Communities, such as Brescia, have
W2E plants integrated into industrial
park developments as an efficient,
reliable source for energy. The
electricity offtake can be used directly
by consumers and households in the
neighborhood and by the grid.
“In Brescia, they use that for district
heating, but in Australia it could be used
for district cooling or for industries that
need large amounts of energy.”
The Brescia example also
demonstrates the huge impact
on reducing landfill and revenue
possibilities from assimilating waste
treatment for a large industrial and
urban area.
The total plant treats around 750,000
tonnes of MSW each year, feeding
around 560 GWh of electricity and
around 800 GWh of thermal energy
into the respective grids.
“Aside from gate fees, the operator
has several opportunities to create
an income,” adds Gerhard, “by using
the recycled bottom ash, selling the
electricity to neighbours or the grid,
providing steam to direct clients, and
selling the non-ferrous and ferrous
metals into the scrap market.”
Making it work in Australia
When it comes to the context where
a Martin Biopower W2E plant would
work best in Australia, Gerhard says
the circumstances can vary, but a
facility handling 100,000 tonnes a year
or more where the offtake is sold to
the local grid or industrial businesses
would pay its way.

“What we deliver is something to support the
circular system, reducing the CO2 footprint of
a city.”
Gerhard Janssen CEO, Martin Biopower

“We believe the structure would
work for large private investors
and the country’s largest waste and
environmental solutions companies here
in Australia, whether that’s on build and
operate or build and handover basis,”
states Gerhard.
Martin Biopower is currently at the
feasibility stage for three projects in
Australia, one in the Perth area and
two in NSW. Gerhard says a major
bridge to cross in Australia is winning
over communities where plants could
be built, mainly through education
about the emissions being safe and the
positive impact for the environment.
The main issues to overcome are

trucks coming into neighbourhoods
to deliver the waste (which can be
avoided if there is a railway connection
nearby) and showing there are no
odours and emissions, which the
company has done previously with site
tours for interested companies.
“When the community accepts a
plant, then it works,” Gerhard says.
Martin Biopower also emphasises
the cost-efficiency and environmental
benefits of W2E over landfill sites that
municipalities and waste management
organisations need to consider.
“When you close a landfill, you have
to look after it for the next 30 years
or more, even though it’s no longer

operational,” says Gerhard. “What
we deliver is something to support
the circular system, reducing the CO2
footprint of a city.”
Despite the many factors in the
technology’s favour, Gerhard says for
W2E to take off in Australia, landfill
levies need to increase significantly
to recognise the reduction in
environmental impact so it’s a fair
playing field. He says some states are
acting more than others, but it isn’t
happening quick enough.
Gerhard concludes. “Federal and
state governments need to come
together from a logical, not political,
position for waste to energy to be
viable for any operator.”
For more information on Martin
Biopower’s technology visit the website
www.martinbiopower.com or send
direct queries to gerhard.janssen@
martinbiopower.com.

BRAKING SYSTEM
FOR ROAD SAFETY

TM

COME
SEE US AAND
INTERNA T THE
TRUCK TIONAL
EQUIPM TRAILER &
ENT SHO
W
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New Technology

THE ET BRAKING SYSTEM
ET Braking System Pty Ltd has devised a system to reduce the braking distance of vehicles and
also adding the convenience of single pedal operation for stop and start vehicles like waste
management trucks, buses and taxis increasing productivity.
It can be fitted either by retrofit or as part of the original equipment of the vehicle.
The system aims to help drivers’ performance by reducing fatigue and decrease the stopping
distance in emergency braking situations. This innovation is also expected to reduce the road
accident rate and the severity of injuries sustained in such incidents.

BRAKING SYSTEM

TM

80km/h

ETBS car braking from
80km/h to 20km/h

20km/h

FOR ROAD SAFETY

ETBS

ETBS

Ph: 02 9872 3949 • Mob: 0419 698 817
Email: enquiries@etbrakingsystem.com
P.O. Box 4766, North Rocks
NSW 2151, Australia

www.etbrakingsystem.com

When decelerating from 80km/h, the ETBS equipped
vehicle would reach 20 km/h 5.1 metres before the
vehicle without ETBS.
The vehicle without ETBS would be still travelling at
35.2 km/h.

35.2km/h

20km/h
5.1 metres

CAR without the ETBS braking system takes an
extra 5.1 metres to reach 20km/h
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PGM Refiners E-waste
Recycling Dandenong, VIC
PGM REFINERS IS EVOLVING AS THE NATURE OF THE E-WASTE
IT RECOVERS CHANGES. IT HAS PREPARED FOR THE FUTURE BY
OPENING AUSTRALIA’S FIRST BLUBOX PLANT.

B

uilt from an idea its co-founder
had as a second year chemical
engineering undergraduate, in the
last 10 years, PGM Refiners has become
one of Australia’s most respected and
innovative e-waste recyclers.
Chief Technology Officer Karvan
Jayaweera had every right to feel proud
at the latest milestone in his company’s
short history when VIPs and industry
stakeholders gathered for the opening
of its BluBox recycling unit at its
Dandenong facility in January.
Designed to process the likes of
LCD flat panel units, the BluBox is
the latest piece of PGM’s innovative
machinery at a site that is designed
for the safe, environmentally-friendly
and responsible recovery of end-of-life
electronics.
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The perceived value of bringing
the BluBox to Australia also led to
another development. Late in 2015,
PGM was backed by the national
hazardous waste solutions specialist,
Toxfree, who is now the majority
shareholder.
Toxfree’s General Manager,
Technical and Environmental Service,
Dr. Karl Baltpurvins, explains the
value for the business in partnering
with PGM.
“For Toxfree we viewed e-waste
as a growing sector supported by a
product stewardship scheme that, in
our view, presented a robust, longterm growth opportunity,” he says.
“The Blubox represented a best
practice recycling technology that
supported the emerging sector.”

A mechanical recycling hub
When Karvan founded PGM Refiners
in May 2006, it was with a view to
refining precious metals from printed
circuit boards. However, his research
found there was not enough volume
of this product to make it viable.
It was then decided to focus on
recycling end-of-life CRT (cathode ray
tube) televisions and monitors instead.
At that time, there was low resource
recovery from CRT monitors, as they
are bulky, contain hazardous materials,
and inefficient to process manually.
“We didn’t want to do it in a
traditional way,” explains Karvan.
PGM wanted a high capacity process,
so looked to design an end-to-end,
mechanical e-waste recycling system.
“CRT is a very problematic waste

Did you know...
PGM Refiners can process:
•

Computer equipment
and peripherals

•

Office & business
equipment

•

Mobile phones and
telecommunications
equipment

•

Audio visual
electronics

•

Household electronics

stream – we identified that if we
could design the process around
recycling CRT products, extracting
the glass, metal and plastic
commodities safely and quickly,
everything else would come into
line,” adds Karvan.
At the same time, the company
was looking for the perfect
location for its processing hub.
The Dandenong facility fitted the
bill for several reasons.
“The building is large with
plenty of space for storage and
accepting product,” says Karvan.
“And Dandenong is the ideal
location because it’s just outside
metropolitan Melbourne, with
access to the volumes of product we
need to be viable. “We’re right next
to the freeway, just off the Eastlink,

making it easy for logistics, and in a
major industrial hub.”
As PGM was getting established, it
proved a good time to be in the e-waste
recycling business. The company was
just commissioning its semi-automated
CRT processing line when legislation
was passed for the National Computer
Television Recycling Scheme (NTCRS)
in 2011. This introduced funding and
promotion to encourage the responsible
recycling of primarily CRT TVs,
which were being thrown out in their
thousands due to the digital switchover.
From humble beginnings and
with some good timing, the business
flourished. It now employs 24 people.
E-waste’s path through the plant
PGM takes and processes e-waste
from what the NTCRS co-regulatory
arrangement, TechCollect, and other
specialist e-waste collectors amass
from businesses and the community.
The company also works direct with
councils to take e-waste from landfill
facilities and transfer stations.
The product comes in mainly from
around Victoria, although if logistics
can be organised cost-effectively, it
can reach out to New South Wales and
Queensland.
The incoming material first passes
on to the site’s weighbridge and then
goes into the main warehouse, where
the contents are unloaded. Employees
then undertake a primary manual sort
to divide the e-waste into categories,
such as CRT units, flat panel displays,
printers and IT peripherals. Products
with batteries or an ink cartridge are
removed to be processed separately.
The sorted e-waste then goes
through PGM Refiners’ custom-built
semi-automated processing line,
which recovers resources through
a combination of crushing, density
separation, magnetic separation and
X-ray sorting.

“Our process is unique because
we can separate CRT products
mechanically and safely – preventing
the leakage of its lead and other toxic
material – which gives us good quality
glass outputs,” explains Karvan.
The process sees above 90 per cent
of resources recovered. It reclaims
the circuit boards, plastics, scrap
metal and different grades of copper,
as well as separating the funnel glass
and panel glass.
Although CRT televisions and
monitors are still the main items
recycled, along with computers and
IT peripherals, its process can handle
a wide variety of e-waste.
“Our facility can recycle anything
with a power cord,” says Karvan.
Once the materials are separated and
bagged into commodities, local and
international manufacturers buy most
of the product, while a small amount
is sold on to downstream recyclers for
further processing.
“A plastics manufacturer takes our
recovered plastic to make new plastic
products, while our metals go to local
and overseas recyclers, who process
them further in foundaries, refineries
and smelters.”
Environmental standards
A key part of the PGM Refiners
process is its dedication to the highest
environmental and safety standards in
its operations.
The company was ahead of the
curve in committing to meeting the
highest international standards of
recycling, handling and environmental
management of hazardous waste,
proving its credentials ahead of federal
and state government requirements
to do so. Among the certifications it
holds are ISO 9001:2008 and ISO
14001:2004 and R2.
However, rather than being an
advantage, the extra investment and
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resource inherent in meeting these
standards means they can be undercut
in the market by rogue operators that
don’t abide by the same principles.
PGM is supported by the NTCRS,
primarily through its partnership with
TechCollect, while other sources of
income are from the fees it charges
to handle items outside the scheme
and from selling on the recovered
commodities. However, at the moment,
the commodity market slump has cut
the amount of revenue being realised.
Karvan also cites differences in
standards of recycling across the
country as putting huge strains on
ethical, accredited recyclers, like PGM,
with some cutting corners to balance
the books.
“I think the main challenge at the
moment is having a level playing field
with recyclers of end-of-life products
working to the same standard… most
do, but some don’t,” explains Karvan.
“Some unscrupulous recyclers out there
are exporting, and that’s our biggest
competition. That product could and
should be recycled in Australia.”
Nevertheless, PGM Refiners is
pushing on optimistically. Karvan says
joining Toxfree has given PGM access to
useful resources, such as marketing and
support services, to a national network
expanding its reach, vital experience
in the waste industry and to experts in
hazardous waste management.
All these factors are supporting the
business into its next phase, which
includes leveraging its new BluBox
technology.
The BluBox project
PGM Refiners is the exclusive
distributor of the Swiss-made BluBox
in Australia and one of only seven
companies in the world to have it.
The BluBox is an integrated plant for
recycling the next emerging problem
waste stream: mixed lamps and LCD
flat panel screens that contain mercury.
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A dry treatment process, it comprises
an in-built mechanical crushing system
and multi-step separation. Working
under negative pressure, it has a built-in
aspiration system that safely extracts
the mercury vapour and contaminated
phosphor, while outputting the
valuable commodities – protecting
the environment and employees.
It can process one tonne of flat
panel displays per hour, which is the
equivalent of over 2,100 tonnes a
year based on eight-hour day, fiveday working weeks.
The PGM team started looking
into the BluBox to fit in with its
operations in August 2014. Support
from the Victorian Government and
Sustainability Victoria helped the firm
achieve its ambition of securing the
BluBox for Australia.
“What we are trying to do with
the BluBox is secure our business for
the future,” says Karvan. “The CRT
products will soon dry up, whereas the
BluBox is for the new generation of
e-waste, as we’re anticipating a huge
wave of LCD screens next, which
includes TVs, monitors, laptops, tablets
and smart phones.”
The BluBox arrived on site this past
October and was commissioned in
November. The commissioning process
proved slightly nerve wracking, as the

team was worried the machine wouldn’t
fit in the factory at one point, but once
it was installed, the planning came
together.
PGM and Toxfree hosted an official
launch for the plant on 22 January, with
Victorian Environment Minister Lisa
Neville on hand to open it.
“The opening was a proud moment
for all of us because it had been a
massive team effort, with everyone
working towards the same aim,” says
Karvan.
“For a small team to get it off the
ground was a big achievement.”
The BluBox can process anything
except CRT products, including
fluorescent lamps.
PGM does have plans for future
expansion. However, as the BluBox can
process such large volumes, for now
the focus is on building awareness of
this new capability to secure more flat
screens and e-waste through the facility.
So far flat panels are being seen more
as a future waste stream, though PGM
is seeing an increase in volume each
month.
“With the BluBox, we’re able to offer
a safe recycling solution not just to the
community, but to other recyclers,”
adds Karvan. “It will be a huge benefit
to Victoria’s e-waste management
challenge.”

Karvan shows the BluBox to Victorian
Environment Minister Lisa Neville (right).

www.buchermunicipal.com.au

Bucher Municipal Genuine Service
We understand the importance of keeping your valuable asset on the road, and taking
your vehicle to multiple service providers is time consuming and costly. Bucher Municipal
now offers you a complete service.
Bring your refuse machine or road sweeper into any of our 5 National Service Centres,
or book an on-site service with any of our fully equipped field service vehicles operating
24/7, 365 days a year.
Our Services include:

Our Promise to you:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

Cab-chassis servicing and routine maintenance
Brakes, chassis and suspension repairs with full reports provided
Auto Electrical repairs, diagnosis and fault code clearing
Air conditioner servicing and repairs
Welding and heavy fabrication
Hydraulic servicing, repairs and diagnosis
Safety and operational checks with full reports provided
Windscreen repairs and replacements
Roadworthy repairs and co-ordination of inspections
We can even liaise with your tyre supplier if defects or
excessive wear is identified
• Operator and technical training packages
• Pick up and drop off by arrangement

Extremely competitive rates
No unexpected cost overruns
Written quotes for additional items identified
Prompt and professional communication
We stand by our workmanship

Call 1800 BUCHER (1800-282-437)

Bucher Municipal • ABN 68 004 992 090 65-73 Nantilla Road, Clayton North, Vic. 3168 Australia
Head Office +61 3 9271 6400 Melbourne +61 3 8558 3600 Sydney +61 2 9756 1622
Adelaide +61 8 8168 2222 Brisbane +61 7 3363 6400 Perth +61 8 9370 7900
refuse@buchermunicipal.com.au • www.buchermunicipal.com.au

Introducing the NEW C-4020
Super Heavy Duty Colour Camera

Modeled on the current C-4010, the new C-4020 carries
all the same features and specifications as the C-4010
with the addition of the following upgrades;
•
•
•
•

4 point mounting of circuit board, upgraded from 3 mounting points.
Tempered glass to front camera cover, now twice as strong as the current model.
Heavy duty mounting bracket significantly reduces the effects of heavy vibration.
Increased thickness to 4.3mm.

Mobile DVR With Live Vehicle
Monitoring & Tracking

LOG ON

VIEW

RECORD

MONITOR

• Live Vehicle Monitoring & Tracking • Record up to 8 x Cameras
simultaneously • Onboard GPS for live vehicle tracking with maps
• Live access to Cameras & tracking via PC, Tablet or Smart Phone
• Removable 1TB Hard drive • Host of alarm reports can be generated
• Emails sent when alarm activated • Geo Fencing with Enter/Exit alarms
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• External
GPS
for location
tracking & mapping on playback of Hard Drive

Ph: 02 9418 3244
www.rearvisionsystems.com.au
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A NEW EVENT FOR AN
EVOLVING INDUSTRY
WELCOME TO THE FIRST-EVER WASTE MANAGEMENT IN ACTION EXPO AT
THE MELBOURNE SHOWGROUNDS – A GROUNDBREAKING SHOW FOR
AN EVER-EVOLVING INDUSTRY.
Underpinned by the well-established
International Truck, Trailer &
Equipment Show (ITTES), and
running alongside the Roads & Civil
Works Expo, the show brings together
suppliers and professionals from
sectors that overlap and interlink.
It has been an evolution to get
to this point, but we have retained
our two guiding principles for the
original ITTES in planning this event.
Firstly, we believe that a trade show
should create business opportunities
for everyone involved. With our new
concept, we will be able to achieve
clear, positive outcomes and provide
both exhibitors and attendees access
to opportunities in markets many
haven’t previously considered.
Secondly, we want our show to
provide a solid foundation that goes
beyond business as usual. So we
commit to promoting the value and
contribution of all the industries it
encompasses – to those working in
these sectors, the authorities, the
general public and, especially, the
young generation.

An industry comes to life
The event features displays and
contributions from more than 400
exhibitors and participants, and it is
expected to attract in excess of 40,000
visitors – it is completely unique to the
sectors it covers in size and scope.

The venue offers a combination of
spacious indoor and outdoor areas,
which allows for the uninterrupted
running of moving displays. This means
visitors will have the chance to see the
industry’s latest innovations in live
demonstrations, up close and in action.
The live Test Track area also
gives visitors another opportunity
to witness and experience the
capabilities of vehicles in a dynamic
operational setting.
The inclusion of a Careers &
Education Pavilion reflects how the
industries involved place a great deal
of importance on preparing their
businesses for sustained growth.
This area allows them to share their
opportunities for new recruits as
well as showcasing organisations that
offer further training and education.
At this point, I take the
opportunity of thanking the
exhibitors and industry associations
for their participation and faith in the
show. The event would not happen
without your involvement. We hope
it proves to be a platform for further
growth for your organisation and a
valuable experience.
For supporting this first Waste
Management In Action, I would
like to thank the expo sponsor,
Cleanaway, as well as Viva Energy,
the Foundation Sponsors of all three
shows.

Finally, I’d like to acknowledge the
people behind the scenes who put a
considerable amount of effort and
long hours into making the show
happen. We hope you enjoy the
results of their great work and find
this inaugural event entertaining,
thought provoking and useful.

Simon Coburn
Show Director,
Waste Management In Action
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HOW TO GET TO THE SHOW
WASTE MANAGEMENT IN ACTION IS CONVENIENTLY LOCATED CLOSE
TO THE HEART OF MELBOURNE, WHICH MAKES GETTING THERE EASY –
WITH A NUMBER OF TRAVEL OPTIONS AVAILABLE TO VISITORS.
The Melbourne Showgrounds are
located on Epsom Road in Ascot Vale.
A short 15-minute drive from the CBD
and 15 minutes from the Melbourne
International Airport, the Showgrounds
is easily accessible for all visitors.

By Bus:
Bus route 472 runs every 20 minutes
during the day from Williamstown to
Moonee Ponds and stops at Langs Road
for Melbourne Showgrounds. In the
evening, it runs every 40 minutes.
ptv.vic.gov.au/route/view/1666
Bus route 404 runs between Footscray
and Moonee Ponds and stops at
Melbourne Showgrounds.
ptv.vic.gov.au/route/view/10927

By Tram:
Melbourne is famous for its iconic
trams and getting to the Showgrounds
this way is convenient and easy. Take
trams on Route 57 from the corner of
Elizabeth and Flinders Streets to the
Showgrounds.
ptv.vic.gov.au/route/view/887
The online journey planner at www.
ptv.vic.gov.au allows you to customise
a trip plan detailing all services
and connections. Train, tram or
bus information is also available by
calling PTV on 1800 800 007.
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By Car:
Road access is just 15 minutes from the
city via Flemington and Racecourse
Roads, or off CityLink at Racecourse
Road. Ample parking is available at
Flemington Racecourse car park.
By Taxi:
A taxi to the Showgrounds from the
CBD should only take 15 minutes.

There is a taxi rank located just outside
the Showgrounds’ main entrance in
Epsom Road, Ascot Vale. Bookings can
be made by calling 13 CABS.

PLEASE NOTE THERE IS NO
‘ON‑STREET’ PARKING ALLOWED
WITHIN THE SHOWGROUNDS
PRECINCT.

Proud To Be A Founding Sponsor Of
Waste Management In Action.
Visit us in the Grand Pavilion at the International Truck, Trailer & Equipment Show to find
out how Viva Energy can help your business.
Shell has been supporting Australia’s transport industry for over 110 years. As the
exclusive Shell Licensee, Viva Energy continues to provide quality and trusted Shell
products and is committed to keeping your business moving.
Whether you are a light vehicle owner or a company with a large truck fleet, we have a
convenient national network to support you. This comprises of over 800 flybuys accepting
Shell Coles Express sites, dealer-owned Shell sites and unmanned diesel truckstops, who
all accept Shell Card and offer free access to Shell Card Online.
Partnering with customers to develop solutions that meet their specific needs is something
we take a pride in.

To find out more call 13 16 18 or visit www.vivaenergy.com.au
Foundation Partners of the
International Truck, Trailer & Equipment Show 2016

Find out how CLEANAWAY can help you make a
sustainable future possible.
SEE US ON STAND BH14 IN THE WASTE MANAGEMENT IN ACTION INDOOR PAVILION.
When you think about waste as a resource, it opens up a world of possibilities.
Cleanaway is committed to helping industry, businesses and the community create
a sustainable Australia for generations to come.
We’ve been in operation for more than 50 years across Australia, so we know a
thing or two about waste. Visit our team to find out how we can help you make
a sustainable future possible, and see the new Cleanaway in action.

PROUD SPONSOR OF THE WASTE MANAGEMENT IN ACTION EXPO
WWW.CLEANAWAY.COM.AU
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EXHIBITOR LISTINGS
STAND
NO.

EXHIBITOR
CAREERS AND EDUCATION

STAND
NO.

EXHIBITOR

STAND
NO.

EXHIBITOR

Sammoon Lighting and Electrical Co.,Ltd

EP123

Polyweld Pty Ltd

GP37

Schmitz Cargobull

EP58a

Powerblast

GP26a

SSAB

EP130

Razor International

GP17

Steelbro

EP57a

REDARC Electronics

GP18

AGB Training

CE37

Thinwall Trailers Aust

EP58b

SAF-Holland (Aust.) Pty. Ltd.

GP27

DECA Training

CE50

Transport Certification Services

EP69b

SAF-Holland (Aust.) Workshop

GP20c

EPH Group

CE39

Truck Dash Cams - Onsite Cameras

EP102

Tele Radio AB

GP15a

Mainfreight

CE49

Xiamen Sunrise Group Co.,Ltd.

EP115

Total Oil Australia

GP25a

Mint Group

CE13

Zafety Lug Lock

EP101

Tranzfreeze Transport Refrigeration Pty Ltd

GP54

Natwide Personnel

CE11

EP120a

Trimble Planning Solutions

GP35a

PrixCar Services

CE10

Zhejiang Huasen Radiator Manufacturing
Co.,Ltd

Trucksales.com.au

GP19

TDT Training Australia

CE51

Zhengzhou Jingrui Motor Leaf Springs
Co.,Ltd.

EP113

TyreMax Australia

GP50

UES International

GP9

EXHIBITION PAVILION
A-FLO Equipment

EP126

AccuOnboard

EP107

Ahrns Handling Equipment Pty Ltd

EP81

Zhengzhou Newbase Auto Electronics
Co.,Ltd.

EP114

GRAND PAVILION
3M Australia Pty. Limited

GP5

EP89

Advanced Herd Bull Bars

GP21a

Armoury - Silverback

EP82

Aeolus Tyres

GP45b

Big Lift Trucks

EP57b

Air Brake Corporation of Australia

GP47

Bruce Rock Engineering

EP60

Air Brake Systems Pty Ltd

GP1

Capral Aluminium

EP112

Ashdown Ingram

GP32

Alemlube Pty Ltd

Cartage Australia
Custom Air
Dafra
Daysworth International
Drake Trailers

EP80

Austryre

EP55

Big Rigs Newspaper

GP2a

EP120b

BP Australia/Castrol

GP34a/b

EP88
EP128

Bridgestone Australia and Bandag
Caltex Australia

GP20a

GP41
GP48

Entegro Group Pty. Ltd.

EP99

Complete Steering Australia

GP55

FBT Training

EP72

Denso Automotive Systems Australia

GP3

Hangzhou Foresee Exhibition Co.,Ltd

EP119

DHOLLANDIA Australia
Enirgi Power Storage

GP20b
GP45a

Jiangmen Shongli Rearview Mirror
Industrial Co.,Ltd

EP124

Krueger

EP58d

LED Autolamps

EP122

Goodride Tyres

GP29

Lillian Cargo Hardware Pty Ltd

EP120c

HELLA Australia

GP53

Lucar Cargo Van

EP59

Lucidity Australia

EP111

Malaysian Consortium of Rubber Products
Sdn Bhd (Malcorp)

EP117

Maxilift Australia

EP76

McNaughtans

EP79a

Melbourne Truck Park

EP93

National Heavy Vehicle Regulator

EP104

Now Buildings

EP127

Porthaul

EP96

PTV Group

EP110

Ridgeback Service Bodies

EP56

Ruian Otiaray Auto Parts Co.,Ltd

EP125

Ruian Xinhuasen Radiator Co.,Ltd

EP118

Evakool
Go Technologies

Hydreco Powauto
ISRI Truck Seats
Jasol

GP51

GP23
GP36
GP4

Jiaxing Shengding Machinery Co. Ltd

GP26b

Kingtec Refrigeration Pty Ltd

GP40

LED Technologies Pty Ltd

GP39

Levanta, Superior Workshop Solutions

GP21b

Mansons International PVT. LTD.

GP28

Mega Pacific Pty Ltd
Mesh Accessories

GP28a
GP56

Mobil

GP24

Narva

GP43

Norman G Clark (A/Asia) Pty Ltd

GP52

NRMA Business Motoring

GP10

O'Green Australia Pty Ltd
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GP15

GP35

Uniden

GP2

Valvoline Australia

GP20

Viva Energy Australia Official Shell Licensee

GP38

Xray Vision

GP25
MAIN ARENA

A-One Charge Air Coolers & Enviro
Exhaust

MA140

ABEX Truck Brakes

MA19

Adams Haulage

MA41a

Advantech Australia

MA120

Air-Seal Products Ltd

MA74

Allotrac Services Pty Ltd

MA80

AUSblue The Australian AdBlue Solution

MA92

Auto Blackbox Pty Ltd

MA132a

Autoequip Pty Ltd

MA112

Baldwin Filters

MA135

Banlay Pty Ltd

MA12

Bartlett Equipment

MA27

Bearing Thermal Resources

MA98

Better Holding Group

MA110a

Centra Balance

MA104

Centramatic

MA97

Changzhou Huifeng Vehicle Parts Factory

MA17

Changzhou Mingzhi Auto Parts Co.,Ltd

MA109a

Checkpoint Safety

MA103

China Wall

MA52

China Wall

MA55

CMEC International Exhibition Co., Ltd

MA100a

CMEC International Exhibition Co., Ltd

MA100b

CMEC International Exhibition Co., Ltd

MA116

CMEC International Exhibition Co., Ltd

MA118

CMEC International Exhibition Co., Ltd

MA127c

CMEC International Exhibition Co., Ltd

MA130a

CMEC International Exhibition Co., Ltd

MA130b

CMEC International Exhibition Co., Ltd

MA130c

CMEC International Exhibition Co., Ltd

MA130d
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EXHIBITOR

STAND
NO.

EXHIBITOR

STAND
NO.

EXHIBITOR

CMEC International Exhibition Co., Ltd

MA132b

MTData

MA131

TVH Group NV

STAND
NO.
MA29

CoolDrive Distribution

MA83

Mudflaps Australia

MA9

Tyre and Tube Australia

MA53

Coretex

MA39

Nanjing Miao Run Sen Industrial Corp.Ltd.

MA40

VerifEye Technologies

MA125

CouplerTec Electronic Rustproofing

MA59

NAS Electronic Devices

MA96

WAECO by Dometic Group

MA71

CrossChem Australia

MA10

Natrad HDS

MA78

Webasto

MA60

Dantal Hydraulics Pvt. Ltd

MA107

Navman Wireless

MA123

White Vision Australia Pty Ltd

MA31

Danyang Weilin Automobile Parts Co.,Ltd

MA109b

Nerta Australia / Cosmetic Car Care

MA102

Workshop Solutions

MA111

Datalink Technologies

MA11

Ningbo Jiahui Auto Parts Co.,Ltd

MA67

Yuyao Yidun Electronics Co. Ltd

MA108

Doctor Air Brake

MA86a

Ningbo United Auto Parts Co.,Limited

MA77

Zhuji City Honghai Plastic Pipe Co.,Ltd

MA110b

Driving Service Australia

MA106

Noregeon Systems, Inc

MA51

E-Plas / Quadrant QuickSilver

MA94

NTI Roadteam

MA15

E-T-A Electro Technical Applications

MA87

Oricom International Pty Ltd

MA41

Engel Distribution

MA75

PainPod

MA60c

Enjoy Tyre Co., Ltd.

MA56

Polymaster

MA49

Evolving Workshop Technologies

MA20

Powerdown

MA14a

EVTA Group

MA97a

R & J Batteries

MA134

Exide Batteries

MA38

Redcat Industries Pty Ltd

Fix My Truck Pty. Ltd

MA99

Redroo Shocks

Fleetseek By Rtl Telematics
Fuyang Tongli Industrial Co.,Ltd.
Global Truck Imports

MA101
MA18
MA127a

OUTDOOR DISPLAY
600 Cranes Australasia Pty Ltd

OT198

Air CTI

OT178

AUSQUIP

OT166

Australian Trailer Manufacturers Pty Ltd

OT177

Clark Equipment

OT204/
WOT10

MA127b

Combilift Australia

OT199

MA41b

Denso International Australia P/L

OT232

MA8

Elphinstone Engineering

OT225

MA24

Fibreglass Transport Equipment Pty Ltd

OT239

Roadvision Pty Ltd

MA7

Karmot Pty Ltd

OT179

Liberty Freightmore

OT202

Marshall Lethlean Industries Pty Ltd

OT170/
OT172

Motexion

OT194
OT200

Right Weight Load Scales
Rivtec

Groeneveld Group (Australia)

MA84

RSP Automotive & Industrial P/L

MA23

GSA Finance Group

MA32

Ryco Filters

MA2

Guangzhou Juntu Auto Accessories Co.,Ltd

MA14b

Safe-T-Stop

MA111

Hangzhou Foresee Exhibition Co.,Ltd

MA54a

Selectlok

MA13

Hangzhou JR Exhibition Co., Ltd

MA136

Shenzhen Byf Semi-Trailer Parts Ltd

MA50

NRMA - The National Roads & Motorists
Association

Hangzhou JR Exhibition Co., Ltd

MA138

Shenzhen Jinfengshun Co., Limited

MA66

Panus Semi-Trailers

OT197

Hangzhou JR Exhibition Co., Ltd

MA68

Spitwater

MA128

Hangzhou JR Exhibition Co., Ltd

MA69

Steinbauer Performance

MA5

Pumpa Manufacturing Pty Ltd (Lusty
Australia)

OT169

Hangzhou JR Exhibition Co., Ltd

MA64a

STM Australia

MA21

Swinglift Australia Pty Ltd

OT167

Hangzhou Yibei Car Accessories Co.,Ltd

MA64b

Stonkam Co. Ltd

MA1

Trans-Help Foundation

OT165

Hartex Engineering

MA137

Suhner Australia

MA43

Toll Group

OT244

Honeywell Turbo Technologies

MA133

SuperCharge Batteries

MA72

TRT (AUST) Pty Ltd

Icon Models

MA57

Swe-Check

MA93

OT227/
OT228

Ikon Lifting Equipment Pty Ltd

MA3

Tecalemit

MA33

Inca Lifts

MA25

Tongxiang Chenyu Machinery Co., Ltd

MA64a

Bar Up Bullbars

SS

MA127

Kuchel Contractors Pty Ltd

SS

MA46

SLS Trucking

SS

MA115

The Truck Factory

SS

Tool Trucks Australia

SS

IsoLoader
Jiangxi Tianrui Auto Accessories Co.,Ltd
Karcher
King Bars

MA60b
MA70
MA53a

Tranzwash
Treadcare Pty Ltd
Tritech Lubricants

MA113

Truck Air Pty Limited

MA22

KYB Shock Absorbers

MA86

Truck Dealers Australia

MA60d

Lavorwash Australia

MA122

MA88

Leong Jin Special Steel

MA52a

Truck Paper powered by MarketBook
Australia

Loadsense Limited & Rearsense On-Board
Weighing Systems

Truck Rear Vision Systems

MA90

MA89

TruckFreight

MA35

Low Voltage Pty Ltd

MA63

Truckie Gear

MA42

Megapulse VEE System

MA95

Trux Accessories

MA117

Mitsubishi Electric Australia

MA121

Tulip Corporation Pty Ltd

MA76

SHOW AND SHINE

TOWN SQUARE LAWN
Bulk Transport Equipment (BTE)

TSL6

ExTe

TSL19

MAX Tankers

TSL17

SafeWheels

TSL16

Tipper Tarps

TSL10

Volvo

TSL9

Please note: due to print lead times, this list was correct as at 18 March 2016 and is subject to further alteration and additions.
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SHOWCASING RECYCLING
TECHNOLOGY TO NEW SECTORS
RECYCLING EQUIPMENT SPECIALIST APPLIED MACHINERY IS LOOKING
FORWARD TO SHARING THE VERSATILITY AND SCOPE OF THE GENOX RANGE
WITH NEW CONTACTS AT WASTE MANAGEMENT IN ACTION.

STAND NO: BH23
Ph: 03 9706 8066
Web: www.appliedmachinery.com.au

Dandenong-based Applied Machinery
is one of Australia’s largest suppliers
of premium new and used recycling
equipment to diverse industrial and
commercial sectors.
The company offers an extensive
range, but is also the exclusive
distributor for Genox Recycling
Technology in Australia. More than
100 companies have turned to Applied
for Genox equipment.
“Genox systems can be customised
to suit the individual recycling
requirements of every customer,” says
Managing Director David Macdonald.
Visitors to Applied’s stand can
expect to find details of the latest
models from Genox, from its range
of shredders and granulators to
larger turnkey solutions for tyre and
electronic waste recycling and plastics
washing systems.
“They have proven to be a reliable
and cost-effective solution, and go a
long way to helping our customers
achieve their environmental goals
and KPIs,” adds David. “They
suit any business that needs to

tackle a waste reduction task, from
recycling specialists to industrial and
commercial waste producers that want
to downsize waste streams leaving
their depots.”
Applied will have one of the Genox
Vision Series shredders on its stand.
This offers a high quality, economical
solution to a variety of general
purpose shredding needs for materials
including plastics, timber, metals, and
bulk counterfeit goods like CDs.
Applied, with Genox, have also
developed a modular tyre recycling
plant tailored to Australian conditions,
which it is keen to demonstrate to
expo visitors.
“Genox has a brilliant tyre recycling
system, which could offer a very
effective management and resource
recovery solution to those with a tyre
disposal challenge,” says Marketing
Manager Daniel Fisher.
Applied can help clients close the
loop on tyre recycling, as it is an
authorised dealer for Salvadori, the
leaders in post-processing machinery
for reclaimed tyre product.
“We wanted to offer a value-adding
option to recyclers left with the tyre
crumb who want to find a use for it,”
adds Daniel. “The Salvadori system is
a clean process that involves pressing
the crumb under high pressure after
mixing it with a resin to better bind
the final product and increase its
durability.”

This can be used to create items
such as playground base or even
rubber wheelie bin tyres.
Applied Machinery takes pride in
the quality of the Genox range, which
is why they’re keen to showcase them
to potential clients from the diverse
sectors attracted to the expansive
Melbourne Truck Show.
David says the team is excited about
meeting new contacts from the diverse
markets offered by participation in the
wider show. Applied is also ready to
respond to any urgent orders placed at
or after the event.
“We always keep an extensive range
of Genox machines in stock, which
in most cases means we can offer
same day purchase and delivery,” says
David. “This ensures our customers
can take delivery quickly and put the
machines to work immediately.”
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SAFER BRAKING FOR
STOP-START VEHICLES
A UNIQUE INNOVATION THE ET BRAKING SYSTEM REDUCES THE BRAKING
DISTANCE OF VEHICLES IN STOP-START OPERATIONS AND HELPS IMPROVE
PRODUCTIVITY WHILE OFFSETTING DRIVER FATIGUE.
TM

STAND NO: BH16
Ph: 02 9872 3949 / 0419 698 817
Web: www.etbrakingsystem.com

ET Braking System Pty Ltd has
devised a novel system to reduce the
braking distance of a vehicle, increase
productivity, and add the convenience
of a single pedal control for stop-andstart vehicles like waste management
trucks, buses and emergency vehicles.
The ET Braking System (ETBS)
links braking operation to the top
end of the accelerator pedal motion,
with the remainder of the motion of
the accelerator pedal operating in its
usual manner.
It can be applied to cars, trucks and
buses, by either retrofit or as part of
the original equipment of the vehicle,
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provided the vehicle has automatic
transmission.
The system aims to help drivers’
performance by reducing fatigue
and cutting stopping distances in
emergency braking situations. Using
this innovation is expected to reduce
the road accident rate and the severity
of injuries sustained in road traffic
incidents.

Put to the test
A test program, which compared
an ETBS equipped vehicle to
one without the technology, was
conducted to measure its effect on
emergency braking.
When decelerating from 80km/h, the
ETBS-equipped vehicle would slow to
20 km/h 5.1 metres before the vehicle
without it. The vehicle without ETBS
would be still travelling at 35.2 km/h.
Research undertaken by Ashton and
Mackay in 1979 looked at the effects

of impact speed on pedestrian injury.
They found that for a standard vehicle
colliding with a pedestrian at a speed
of 35km/h, there is a possibility of fatal
injury, a 65 per cent chance of serious
injury and about a 32 per cent chance
of slight injury.
However, with an impact speed
of 20 km/h for an ETBS-equipped
vehicle, the injuries are most likely to
be slight with only a 10 to 15 per cent
risk of being severe.
Erland Olofsson, the system’s
inventor, says as the device shortens
stopping distances and has many
features that contribute to improved
occupational health and safety, the
ETBS could be particularly useful for
the waste industry.
“The ETBS may be of benefit to
waste collection or service vehicles,
preventing many risks associated with
this kind of driving,” he says. “For
example, as just one pedal is used,
it helps lessen driver fatigue, and
an ergonomic study showed it helps
reduce the incidence of knee injuries.”
An ETBS-equipped vehicle also
complies with the requirements of the
applicable Australian Design Rules
(ADRs) for motor vehicles, including
ADR 35/03 Commercial Vehicle Brake
Systems.
Visit the ET Braking System stand at
Waste Management In Action to find
out how the technology could work
for your fleet.
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BUILT TO PERFORM,
SAFETY AS STANDARD
HIAB SEES THE WASTE MANAGEMENT IN ACTION EXPO AS THE IDEAL
OPPORTUNITY TO SHOW OFF ITS NEW GENERATION SKIPLOADER.

STAND NO: WOT3
Ph: 1300 442 228
Web: www.hiab.com/multilift-futuraskiploader

As a leading provider of on-road load
handling equipment, Hiab has a strong
reputation for its Multilift hooklifts and
skiploaders, and has enjoyed success in
this area after sustained investment and
development.
This is particularly evident with its
latest model skiploader, the Multilift
Futura, which it will be showcasing
with live demonstrations at Waste
Management In Action.
“We’re excited about letting the
Australian waste industry see the
Multilift Futura in action and sharing
this safer, world-class product with
the market,” says Stuart Cameron,
Multilift Product Manager – Australia.
“It shows that Hiab has made another
quality addition to its innovative,
internationally-acclaimed portfolio of
Multilift hooklifts and skiploaders.”
Designed and built by its specialist
engineers in Finland, the Futura is
quicker to install than its predecessors
and includes 100 innovations designed
for improved productivity, safety and
flexibility, and to prevent any accidents
caused by user error. It has five new
trademarked features: SafetyPlus,

SkipTop (not yet available in Australia),
FlexControl, SwanNeck and EvoLight.
Its SafetyPlus functions include
hydraulic side stops, container locks and
lashing points, which work together to
keep the skip securely in place. External
alert buzzers warn people around the
skiploader that it is in operation.
The new FlexControl system allows
the user to customise the skiploader
with options such as in-cab, radio
remote and outside controls. The
dynamic on-board weighing system
weighs the container during the
loading movement, helping to prevent
overloading and risks to road-users.
The redesigned EvoLight steel
construction provides 300-500kg
more payload. This allows drivers
to carry more while saving fuel
and reducing CO2 emissions.
Additionally, the Futura’s SwanNeck
design has extra-long reach coupled
with firm stability for container
handling over fences and obstacles.

As with all Hiab equipment, it
is built to last, as well as easy to
maintain and service.
Stuart Cameron, Multilift Product
Manager – Australia, says the Futura
provides the Australian waste industry
with a safer, stronger, lightweight
skiploader with added flexibility.
“We believe with the new Multilift’s
SwanNeck design and safety features,
this is the best skiploader available on
the market,” adds Stuart.
The Melbourne Truck Show will also
host the Australian qualification rounds
of the second annual Hiab World Crane
Championship. The qualifiers will take
place on Saturday 7 May on the Live
Test Track.
“The winner from this event will
then be flown to Germany in September
to compete for the opportunity to be
crowned world champion and come
home with 25,000 euros!” says Nicola
Anderson, Marketing Manager,
Hiab Australia.
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IVECO ACCO NEEDS NO
INTRODUCTION
AFTER A MAJOR REVAMP OF ITS ACCO MODEL IN 2014, IVECO IS LOOKING
FORWARD TO SHOWING ITS WASTE SECTOR WORKHORSE TO EXPO VISITORS.

STAND NO: WP9/WOT12
Ph: 03 9238 2200
Web: www.iveco.com.au

More Australians are likely to be
woken in the early morning by an
ACCO than any other truck model. It
might not be a marketing tagline that
Iveco would want to run with, but
it’s testament to the ACCO’s status as
the truck of choice for myriad refuse
collection companies Australia-wide.
A major upgrade in late 2014
means the latest ACCO model builds
on a proven formula that reinforces
the model’s suitability for demanding
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applications, such as compactor work.
The ACCO range has a long list
of safety features making them ideal
for refuse collection. The fully steelconstructed, ECE-R29-rated cabin
is strong and provides outstanding
protection for all applications. For
improved visibility in side loader
work, the ACCO features threequarter side windows. ABS brakes
with Active Traction Control is fitted
as standard.
“Unlike some manufacturers that
use after-market suppliers to install
their dual control systems, the ACCO
is completely factory built and
supported, ensuring a high quality
finish and seamless integration with
all vehicle operating systems,” says
Iveco Marketing Manager Darren
Swenson.
Local manufacturing also allows
buyers the flexibility of customisation
down the production line, including
positioning of body mounts, tanks
and auxiliary equipment, saving time
and money at the body builders.
The stop and start nature of
compactor work requires a tough and
durable driveline. The ACCO features
proven, high quality componentry:
Cummins engine, Allison full
automatic transmission, Meritor axles
and Hendrickson suspension.
“The ACCO is designed, tested
and manufactured here using 85 per

cent Australian components to best
suit demanding local conditions –
when clients buy ACCO they are
supporting Australian manufacturing
and local jobs,” adds Darren.
Iveco operates a wide national
dealer network and access to
driveline parts and service through
authorised parts suppliers. Added
to this is the Iveco Customer Care
Centre providing support around the
clock, 365 days a year.
The ACCO has proven itself in
Australian refuse applications for
over 40 years and boasts an extensive
warranty based on its actual track
record. Customers can enjoy peace
of mind with the ACCO’s 24
months/500,000km/6,000 hrs/100%
parts and labour* warranty.
Aside from the ACCO, other Iveco
models such as the Eurocargo and
Stralis are also a popular platform for
fitment of refuse collection bodies.
Last year, the new Stralis 8x4 Clear
Back of Cab models were released,
making this model even more suitable
for tasks such as hooklift bin work
and front waste collection.
“Our team is looking forward to
meeting new people from the waste
management industry at the expo and
introducing them to the capabilities
of our versatile, reliable range of
trucks,” Darren says.
*Terms and conditions apply.
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THE EYES OF YOUR MOBILE
OPERATIONS
A KEY SUPPLIER TO WASTE INDUSTRY FLEETS, REAR VISION SYSTEMS WILL
BE DEMONSTRATING MITSUBISHI’S NEW CAMERA TECHNOLOGY AT THE
INTERNATIONAL TRUCK, TRAILER & EQUIPMENT SHOW.

STAND NO: MA90
Ph: 02 9418 3244
Web: www.rearvisionsystems.com.au

When it comes to fleet rear view
camera solutions, Rear Vision Systems
(RVS) is one of the waste industry’s
most popular and respected suppliers.
NSW-based but providing a
national service, RVS is the sole
Australian distributor of Mitsubishi
rear view television systems, with
sales and service facilities in all
mainland states, and an authorised
repairer.
Mitsubishi rear-view televisions
systems are recognised by their
performance and reliability as the
premier system on the market. As
such, RVS will be demonstrating the
manufacturer’s latest models on its
stand at the Melbourne Truck Show.

The most recent addition to
Mitsubishi’s range is the C-4020
Colour Camera, which has been
upgraded to meet the requirements of
the mining industry. This model has
all the features and specifications of
the popular C-4010 version, but with
several enhancements:
– four-point mounting of the circuit
board;
– tempered glass to the front
camera cover making it twice as
strong; and
– a heavy duty mounting bracket to
reduce the impact of heavy vibration.
The C-4200 Mitsubishi High
Resolution Colour Camera will join
the camera display.
RVS will also be showcasing its
range of digital video recorders
(DVRs).
“Our most popular item for the
waste industry recently has been
the DVRs,” says RVS Manager
Jackie Fredericks. “Our customers’
consistent feedback is that their
DVRs save them
thousands of dollars
in claims raised by
residents over damage
to vehicles. In most
cases, it is found that
once the camera footage
is reviewed the claim is
deemed to be false.”
In addition to standard

features, which include live camera
viewing and GPS tracking, DVR
systems can now email alerts and
photos while on the move. RVS
technicians install a button in the
vehicle cabin that the driver can press
if an incident occurs. This activates an
alert within the DVR and can be set
up to email information back to base.
DVRs have also proven to be
extremely helpful to councils trying
to eradicate contamination in their
recycling and green waste streams, as
the technology can detect the house
address where the contamination is
coming from.
“We see DVRs becoming only
more popular in the future, and
we are now looking at producing
some ‘add on’ products to be used
with this equipment in response
to our customers’ requests and
requirements,” adds Jackie.
RVS takes pride in its excellent
customer service and product backup, offering on-site installation and
service throughout most of Australia
through a dealer network. All of
its products come with a one year
warranty.
“If your organisation is looking for
high-quality camera equipment or a
total package including cameras, DVR
and GPS tracking, come visit our
stand and find out how we can help
you,” adds Jackie.
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INNOVATION AS STANDARD
SUPERIOR PAK HAS ESTABLISHED ITSELF AS ONE OF AUSTRALIA’S LEADING
DESIGNERS AND MANUFACTURERS OF WASTE COLLECTION EQUIPMENT. EXPO
VISITORS CAN EXPECT AN UP-CLOSE LOOK AT THE COMPANY’S LATEST MODELS.

STAND NO: WOT8
Ph: 07 3638 2200
Web: www.superiorpak.com.au

From humble beginnings working
out of a small workshop in Brisbane’s
northern suburbs, Superior Pak
has kept developing to become
the powerhouse waste equipment
manufacturer it is today.
The firm specialises in mobile vehicle
compaction and collection bodies,
stationary compaction units, balers and
other large-scale waste collection and
handling equipment.
Manufacturing out of Bundaberg and
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Tamworth, with dedicated customer
sales, service and repair facilities in
every state capital, and nationwide
parts and service support, Superior Pak
is a well-known brand in the Australian
waste management sector.
“With over 50 service vans
nationally and over $4 million in parts
holdings, our response times ensure
our clients will be back on the road in
no time,” explains Garry Whineray,
National Sales Manager.
“We provide 12 months or 2,500
hours warranty as standard with
options to increase the warranty period
to suit our client’s needs,” he adds.
It is this commitment to excellence
and service that will be evident at the
Superior Pak stand at the inaugural
Waste Management in Action expo.
The manufacturer is set to draw

in attendees with the inclusion of
a rear loader, side loader and front
loader, complete with new and
exciting additions into its dedicated
exhibition space.
“Superior Pak prides itself
on ‘constant improvement’ and
each model is unique to its own
application,” explains Garry.
“Recent improvements across all
models include the use of new laser
encoder technology and aftermarket
management system integration.”
Superior Pak has partnered with
Scania, Iveco and Volvo for the show,
fitting its waste compaction units to
the major cab chassis brands.
The side loader that will be on
show at the expo is a new Iveco/
Superior Pak 24m3 combination on
the firm’s smallest 4850mm wheel
base. A Scania/Superior Pak 20m3
combination rear loader featuring auto
bin collect will also be on display at the
manufacturer’s stand.
Garry says attendees should not
miss the opportunity to see a Volvo/
Superior Pak 31m3 combination front
loader, and experience the brand new
“pedestrian detection system” in action
(see 'Innovator' article on page 18).
Visitors will also be able to operate
a side load lifter and collect a 240-litre
bin as part of its S.P.I.G. competition.
“Attendees can test their skills by
picking up a bin in a given sequence,
racing the clock and their colleagues to
go in the running for a fabulous prize,”
he adds.
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EUROPEAN TECHNOLOGY,
AUSTRALIAN EXPERTISE
WASTECH HAS RESPONDED TO THE MARKET’S DEMANDS FOR THE LATEST
EUROPEAN WASTE COLLECTION AND CLEANSING TECHNOLOGY BY
BRINGING THE FAUN RANGE TO AUSTRALIA.

STAND NO: WOT2
Ph: 1800 465 465
Web: www.wastech.com.au

One quality that keeps Wastech
competitive is its swift response to the
industry's wants and needs.
Responding to the market’s call for
European technology led Wastech to
partner with German manufacturer
FAUN and introduce its range of waste
and recycling collection equipment
to Australia. As such, Wastech will be
showcasing the latest Variopress rear
loader and Viajet street sweeper on its
stand this year.
“The latest technology out of Europe
is popular because of the push for
more efficient vehicles with low noise
and low emissions,” says Director
Neil Bone. “The industry wants better
quality and FAUN is seen as Europe's
market leader because their design
and innovation focus is to be the best.
Visitors to our open-air display will be
able to see these models up close and
running.”
The new model Variopress rear
loader incorporates several innovations
that put it ahead of the rest. It offers
“fraction-optimised compaction”,
a pre-set menu of pressure settings

depending on the waste type chosen at
login. The optimum compaction setting
can be selected from the cabin for
residual waste, organics or co-mingled
recyclables.
“The truck's high loading hopper
height provides a high compaction
rate, with full auto cycle, making it
a versatile all-rounder. It's so quiet
that it allows 24/7 collection without
disturbing people in the vicinity,”
explains Neil.
Also proving popular with the
Australian market is the Viajet street
sweeper. The Streamline range has a
unique FAUN air recirculation system
with dust emissions and noise levels
that are the lowest in the industry. It
uses less water than others of its size
and has improved suction performance,
making it a versatile machine suitable
for tasks from general street work to
road works.
Its efficient fan design uses a small
VW auxiliary engine to power the fan
function, which provides quiet, smooth
operation with greater fuel economy,
which is better for the environment.
“Low noise, low emissions and high
productivity are what matters most
to the market in a street sweeper,”
states Neil. “The Viajet operates at low
noise in and out of the cab. It has two
fibreglass water tanks to optimise water
storage capacity, so drivers can stay out
on the road longer, meaning increased
labour and resource efficiency.”

Wastech has been providing
processing equipment and solutions for
the waste and recycling industries since
1993. Yet it doesn’t rest on its laurels.
The past few months have seen further
growth, as it purchased the Tieman
National Service – now Wastech Field
Service – and Tail Lifts divisions.
This means it has full fleet service
capabilities in each state with over
60 service vans on the road every day.
“The Australia-wide service network
that we have now means a better
experience for our customers,” says
Neil. “It complements the quality of
our products, as well as our high level
of engineering and design support for
customised solutions.”
“Visitors can talk to us about the
full range of waste and recycling
equipment options we offer, and
how we can back that up with great
installation and service support.”
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RE-INVENTING HOW WASTE COMPANIES
WORK WITH MOBILE APPS
WASTEDGE.COM IS BRINGING ITS INNOVATIVE MOBILE ORDER MANAGEMENT AND
ROUTE OPTIMISATION APPS TO WASTE MANAGEMENT IN ACTION, WHICH HELP SAVE
ON TRAVEL TIME AND COSTS, AND CONTRIBUTE TO BETTER DRIVER SAFETY.

STAND NO: BH41
Ph: 02 9499 6222
Web: www.wastedge.com

Wastedge.com simplifies and
streamlines waste business processes
with its unique suite of smart cloud
software, easy to use mobile apps and
accurate mapping tools.
After first launching in 2012,
Wastedge.com has now extended its
mobile field service apps, which it
will showcase at the expo.
The specialists now offer ‘fatigue
break management’ and ‘driver
reporting of vehicle defects’ apps, as
well as new web server modules for
preventative maintenance scheduling
based on vehicle usage.
“We'll also be demonstrating our new
dynamic route optimising service for
multi-truck job allocation across fleets,”
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says Wastedge.com CEO Terry Daley.
Providing mobile devices in trucks
allows companies to operate more
efficiently, giving them the flexibility
to add or change work assignments
while drivers are out in the field. Casual
collections or delivery scheduling with
rule-based dynamic optimising across
collection vehicles can also semiautomate the allocation of jobs.
“Mobile order management and
route optimising can save drivers up
to an hour a day in travel time,” says
Terry. “That’s an extra hour of revenue
each truck can earn without additional
labour or fuel costs.”
“At the expo, we'll encourage visitors
to play with the apps to see how they
delegate jobs and optimise collections
based on shortest route or to the nearest
waste facility."
Reducing travel distance and time
between jobs also means less wear and
tear on vehicles and improved jobs per
kilometre, meaning better productivity.
The apps also record GPS data to
inform preventative maintenance based
on distance travelled or hours worked.

They can be WIFI connected to CANBus, vehicle arm-lifts or on-board
weighing systems.
“This improves safety by reminding
managers when regular brake and
vehicle checks are due based on
individual vehicle usage rates,”
says Terry.
The mobile app vehicle defect
checklists can also help drivers
communicate issues and vehicle repair
or maintenance requests back to
mechanics. Drivers can complete live
checklists, as well as attach photos of
any vehicle damage.
Particularly useful, and meeting the
requirements of the Heavy Vehicle
National Law Amendment Bill 2015,
is the fatigue break management app.
This helps improve driver safety by
reminding and enforcing driver
rest breaks. Screens can be locked from
driver use during the break and any
movement greater than a few hundred
metres or failure to take a complete
break can trigger alerts to operations
management.
The apps can be used to communicate
site problems, as drivers can attach
photos of hazards and alert others to
site-specific risks previously flagged.
This improves safety while reducing
futile disputes.
“This system has so many defensive
benefits for a company, in protecting
their workforce and their reputation,”
adds Terry.

5–7 MAY 2016

WP7

Australian Organics Recycling
Association (AORA)

BH11

Ausco Truck Bodies

Ausco Truck Bodies is Melbourne’s
AORA works on behalf of its members to

premier truck body builder specialising

raise awareness of the benefits of recycling

in the design and manufacture of rigid

organic resources.

bodies, such as refrigerated, pantech

It aims to act as an advocate for the wider organics resource
recovery and beneficial reuse industries and to represent their views

from 1 to 14 pallets, tray, tauliner, tilt and slide towing, and garbage
compactor.

in a constructive dialogue with policy makers. It envisages an industry

We proudly offer rear compactor bodies from 6m3 to 22m3 to

in which best practice is shared, standards are maintained and

customers, working together with AMSV Co Ltd, a well-established

surpassed, and that makes a positive contribution to safeguarding

garbage compactor body builder based in South Korea.

the environment.

Our fully-equipped workshop and service staff are available 24/7,

AORA consists of a national body represented by a Board and

365 days a year for service and maintenance for our products.

state/territory divisions that manage their operations appropriately

Our customers compliment us on our competitive pricing, quick

for their region. The AORA Board provides coordination across the

turnaround, and our high quality materials.

divisions and a means of addressing state and national matters as well
as being the administrative managers of the business.
AORA will hold its annual conference and AGM in Sydney between

You can be assured of quality products from Ausco, which are
designed and manufactured to last in Australian conditions.
Contact us 03 9311 2024 or visit the website for further

3 and 5 August, which will also include tours and a gala dinner.

information.

www.aora.org.au

www.auscotruckbodies.com.au
Pantone Matching System

WOT10

Clark Equipment

BH14

Cleanaway

Process colour / Four Colour

Clark Equipment is a leading and innovative

Cleanaway, making a sustainable

company involved in the manufacturing,

future possible.
As one of Australia’s leading

distribution and servicing of industrial,
construction and rural equipment throughout

waste management and recycling service providers, our range of

Hex Colour
/ RGB
Australia, New Zealand and other international
markets.

total waste management services and national reach mean that

Among our range for the waste management industry is the
Finn Landfill Solution. Designed specifically for use in the extreme
environments of landfills, the LF-120 HydroSeeder, an exclusive
Finn Landfill Solution, is an efficient solution for applying alternative
All Black

we can provide you with a tailored solution to meet any waste
management challenge.
Under the united banner of the new Cleanaway, we are bringing
new energy to what we’ve always done best – transforming

daily cover, as well as the application of materials to control odour,

ordinary waste into extraordinarily valuable resources for every

dust and erosion.

sector, industry and community, making a sustainable future

As both a manufacturer and distributor, we know what is required
to keep equipment running efficiently. We have the on-the-ground

possible for all Australians.
So whatever your waste management needs – from general

support through a network of company-owned branches and

waste and recycling, grease trap services, organic waste collection,

authorised service agents spanning Australia and New Zealand, as

or a full range of industrial services – with hundreds of specialist

well as service support from modern workshops and factory-trained

services to choose from, you can be confident in our ability to

technicians, and a fleet of mobile service vehicles.

meet the challenge today and well into the future.

www.clarkequipment.com

www.cleanaway.com.au

Greyscale
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BH27

ComptQuip

BH4

DKSH Australia Pty Ltd

Australian Made for Australian Jobs!

DKSH Environmental Technology

ComptQuip designs and manufactures

focuses on technologies that reduce the

specialist screening and recycling solutions for the global market.

use of natural resources and offers a

With a unique range of products including compact mobile

world-class portfolio of machinery and

vibrating screens, suspended and overband magnets, and the latest

services tailored around reducing a company’s overall carbon

in air vacuum separation systems, the company provides cost-

footprint.

effective practical solutions for its customers recycling requirements.
Products are designed to solve customers’ problems and save
money, and all of them are built to last!
With a range of innovative optional extras, ComptQuip ensure

Environmental Technology Solutions engages in integrating
services and products around recycling and resource recovery
equipment and technologies.
With our core expertise in plastics recycling, size reduction

that its products are versatile and meet the customer’s specific

and resource recovery, we offer well-established and proven

needs on varying applications. The priority is to understand each

technologies and solutions to the Australian and New Zealand

customer’s requirements and demands, and respond accordingly

industries and a portfolio that is purposely built around our

with innovative solutions.

customers’ needs.

New concepts are continually developed, so that ComptQuip can

Focusing on innovative and highly efficient technologies, we

further streamline the way material is handled and processed for its

create wealth for our customers and assist in building a sustainable

clients. This will ultimately improve efficiency and save clients even

future.

more money.

Our mission is to engage our professionalism and expertise for the
profitability of our customers and towards a meaningful purpose.

www.comptquip.com
http://direct.dksh.com.au/recycling

BH1

Environment Protection
Authority Victoria

BH10

Ezy2c GPS Tracking

Ezy2c is one of Australia’s
Environment Protection

leading GPS solutions providers,

Authority Victoria (EPA) is

offering a best-in-class solution

an independent statutory

to managing fleets, services and

authority of the Victorian

employees effectively.

Government.

Ezy2c develops hardware and software in-house and offers

By effectively regulating pollution in Victoria, EPA strives

accurate recording of vehicle movement, speed and driver

to deliver clean air, healthy waterways, safe land and minimal

behaviour, as well as monitoring inputs. Hardware options

disturbances from noise and odour for Victorians. EPA also

include a customisable in-cabin screen, driver ID and lone worker

regulates the transport and management of hazardous waste.

safety duress.

EPA is focused on improving waste management practices and

Ezy2c has revolutionised GPS tracking in Australia by

reducing large scale dumping of industrial waste through its Illegal

developing the most advanced tracking solutions at highly

Dumping Strikeforce Program, which has three priority areas:

affordable pricing, Including Next G, Satellite, hybrid solutions

•

Interstate movement of hazardous waste

and hand-held personal tracking solutions.

•

Illegal dumping of construction and demolition waste, and

•

Stockpiling of tyres – including the management of waste
tyre storage in Victoria.

For further information on EPA’s Illegal Dumping Strikeforce
Program, visit the website.

www.epa.vic.gov.au/illegaldumping
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BH24

Hazibag

BH25

Industrial Brushware

Australia’s largest industrial brush
Hazibag has made a big

manufacturer.

impact in the hazardous

With manufacturing facilities

waste handling sector since

in Melbourne, Adelaide, Brisbane

achieving Runner-up Innovation in the 2012 Australasian Waste

and Perth in Australia, as well as New Zealand and Indonesia/

and Recycling Expo Awards.

Singapore, we produce and supply custom-made brushes

Originally created for the safe packing and transportation of
asbestos, however it is now widely being used wherever hazardous
waste removal is required.

throughout the world to a broad spectrum of industries and
government departments.
The sectors we manufacture for and supply include: Mining

It has an internal sealable bladder and an outer skin to securely
contain asbestos and other forms of solid dangerous goods. This

& Industrial, Food Processing, Building & Road Construction,
Agricultural, Horticultural, and Aquaculture Industries.

makes safer to contain, transport and deliver hazardous waste and

Included in our manufacturing range are:

eliminates the need for a steel container bin for transportation.

•

Conveyor Cleaning Brushes

The Australian-designed flexible intermediate bulk container

•

Industrial Roller Brushes and Brooms

is tested and approved under United Nations recommendations

•

Road Sweeper Brooms;

for the transport and containment of “Packing Group II and III”

•

solid dangerous goods. Its final certification makes it suitable for
a variety of dangerous goods and hazardous waste.

Maxisweep Forklift Brushes;
Industrial Brushware specialist and custom-made brushes can

be designed to a company’s individual specifications or OEM
requirements

www.hazibagaustralia.com.au
www.industrialbrushware.com.au

WP9/
WOT12

IVECO Trucks Australia

BH40

KS Environmental

The KS Environmental Group is a proudly
Australian owned and operated business, which
has been around for almost 50 years and retains a

Iveco Trucks Australia manufactures and imports a broad range of

significant market share in an industry dominated

commercial vehicles spanning the light, medium and heavy duty truck

by multinationals.

segments, as well as buses and coaches under the ‘Iveco Bus’ brand.
The commercial vehicle range includes on- and off-road

We offer Melbourne businesses a wide range of waste removal,
recycling and facility management solutions, including:

models, beginning with car licence vans and cab chassis, through

• Waste collection and disposal

to road train prime movers rated at up to 140 tonnes GCM.

• Business recycling services

The ACCO and Powerstar vehicles, developed and produced

• Cleaning and facility management services

specifically for the Australian market, feature up to 85 per cent

• Street sweeping services

Australian-sourced componentry. These vehicles complement

• Liquid waste removal and treatment

Iveco’s range of worldwide best sellers: Daily, Eurocargo, Trakker
and Stralis.
Iveco’s Dandenong manufacturing facility is home to a large
engineering department that is responsible for developing and
testing prototypes built to suit Australian conditions. One of the

The KS Environmental Group has the ability to provide a fully
integrated service in relation to waste management and facility
services. We believe this gives us the edge over our competitors and
offers greater value-added services for our clients.
We also operate an in-house engineering services division and

main advantages of this local facility is greater flexibility, offering

have been manufacturing our own equipment for over 25 years.

buyers a high level of customisation.

We have the capabilities and expertise to produce customised mobile
compactors, stationary compactors and bins.

www.iveco.com.au
www.ksenvironmental.com.au
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BH2

Odour Management

BH38

Tyre Stewardship Australia

Odour Management is

Tyre Stewardship Australia (TSA) was

located in Dandenong,

formed with the support of Federal and

Victoria. Our core

State Governments in 2014.

business is making odour disappear. We have completed many

Our key objective is to address the

short and long-term odour removal projects in numerous

challenge of sustainably managing the 51

industries all over Australia.

million end-of-life tyres Australia generates each year. To that

The science surrounding odour and odour control is complex

end we have implemented a national accreditation scheme, we

and unique. Odour Management specialises in eliminating

promote the development of viable markets for recycled tyres,

industrial odours by neutralising the gases that cause them, such

and we educate industry and consumers.

as sulphides, mercaptans, ammonia and various volatile organic

Well over 1,000 tyre retailers are already TSA accredited,

compounds. Our focus is to naturally neutralise and eliminate

including the Tyrepower, Beaurepaires, Bridgestone, Kmart Tyre

unwanted odours.

& Auto, and Bob Jane T-Mart outlets. TSA-accredited recyclers

Odour Management specialises in neutralising malodour in a

and collectors account for over 70 per cent of the volume handled

safe, reliable and effective way using Ecosorb technology. Ecosorb

each year and among the major fleets ascribed to the scheme are

is bio-friendly and the entire range is derived from natural oils

the Department of Defence and Australia Post.

and food grade surfactants.
Ecosorb odour neutralising products are fast acting and are

We have also launched a high-impact consumer and industry
education campaign to support the retail presence and to drive

designed to neutralise all odourous gas. It can be applied to odour

increased demand for TSA accreditation in transport and logistics

sources by spray, vapour, gel or used as a scrubber.

contracts.

www.odour.net.au

www.tyrestewardship.org.au

BH9 / Vacuum Truck Supplies
WOT9

WOT1/
WP1

Volvo Commercial
Vehicles Australia

Volvo will show its latest technological
Leaders in quality, design and engineering of vacuum tankers since

innovations at the Waste Management In

1998, Vacuum Truck Supplies is Australia’s only specialist vacuum

Action expo within this year’s Melbourne

tanker manufacturer.

Truck Show.

We deal exclusively in vacuum trucks, trailers and tanks, vacuum
pumps, portable vacuum units and components for the liquid waste
industry. We manufacture tanks as small as 800 litres right up to
24,000 litres. Our range of trailers and portable units is available for
immediate delivery, and we have the ability to custom make tankers
to suit the needs of any business.
Our team works closely with customers to ensure they have the

On display will be the new FE 6x4 air
Dual-Control side-lift, and for heavier work, the FM 8x4 front-lift.
Volvo’s product experts will be there to answer your questions,
and you can see the FE in action on the Test Track.
The new FE Dual-Control is custom designed and built in
Australia in consultation with our waste customers. Early feedback
indicates great acceptance of the new waste truck due to its superb

right equipment, training and ongoing support. Our design and

ergonomics and driver comfort, Euro 6 compliance, excellent

engineering department is constantly undertaking extensive research

visibility and fuel efficiency.

and development to create solutions that increase the strength and

The FE features Volvo’s famous safety developments: Forward

durability of our products while reducing weight. In addition, the

Collision Warning with Emergency Braking and Lane Keeping

sales and support department consistently strive to provide excellent

Support. Whether the truck is operating in close quarters picking

and easy to understand pre- and after-sales advice and service.

up bins, or cruising on the highway, safety is Volvo’s priority and a
priority for key players in the waste industry.

www.vacuumtrucks.com.au
www.volvotrucks.com.au
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WP7

Victorian Waste
Management Association
(VWMA)

BH6

Waste Management
Review magazine

Waste Management Review
The VWMA is committed to

launched in August 2015 with a

improving the image, professionalism

complete multimedia platform

and standards across the industry.

of: magazine (print and electronic

It promotes recognition of the

versions); website updated daily; and weekly e-newsletter.

membership and advocates on their behalf.

The magazine aims to promote, grow and inform the waste,

The VWMA’s objectives are to:

recycling and secondary resource industry by providing relevant,

•	Ensure member access to key government policies,

timely information on the sector’s latest developments.

including environmental, OHS and industrial relations
•	Assist members in industrial and employment issues
•	Ensure regular industry updates/advice on key issues
•	Provide networking opportunities between members
and government
•	Provide industry training, events and seminars.
Membership is open to any waste or recycling business, as
defined by the Waste Management Award. Associate membership

Waste Management Review features:
• interviews with leaders and influencers from the industry’s
and Australia’s prominent organisations
• in-depth articles on domestic and international innovations
• insightful coverage on new regulations and best practice
• reports on new equipment and successful service provider/
supplier partnerships.
The magazine is sent to more than 6,000 verified subscribers,

is available to any business providing a service to the waste and

who lead, work within, innovate for or supply to the waste

recycling sectors.

management, recycling and resource recovery sector.

www.vwma.com.au

www.wastemanagementreview.com.au
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WOT11

Waste Recycling Industry
Association Queensland
(WRIQ)

SPOUTVAC Australia

Spoutvac and Bosch Rexroth are
WRIQ is Queensland’s leading waste

both recognised leaders in their

and recycling industry association

respective fields in the Truck,

representing the legitimate operators

Civil and Waste industries.

of the sector.
WRIQ promotes thought leadership to all its stakeholders,

Spoutvac brings 30 years of Australian manufacturing experience,
and industry support to the vacuum loading and high pressure water

advocating industry issues with purpose and focus for achieving

jetting technologies, specialising in the design of mobile solutions

sound economic outcomes, underpinned by innovative

for environmental and industrial cleaning, material handling, hydro

environmental practices.

excavation and drain and sewer cleaning.

We offer several categories of membership, including individual,
corporate and associate, to include all professionals and businesses
that work within or provide a service to the waste and recycling
industry in Queensland.
To keep in touch with members, WRIQ has recently launched
a Facebook page. It will also be running an Industry Showcase
and Awards for Excellence Week between 27 June and 2 July,

Bosch Rexroth is also familiar with your requirements for, reliable,
energy-efficient drive power solutions.
Through their years of development experience and the network
research activities within the Bosch Group, they are pleased to
present you a range of new electronic products and sensors as well as
world class leading hydraulic products.
Together Spoutvac and Bosch Rexroth let you set the stage and

designed to raise the profile of the industry with the public,

define the challenge. We then do everything we can to create not just

elected representatives and other interested stakeholders.

a solution, but the right solution.

www.wriq.com.au

www.spoutvac.com.au
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PRODUCTS AT THE EXPO
While you’re exploring the Waste Management In Action expo, don’t miss an opportunity to see
these gadgets, machines and vehicles from the industry’s leading suppliers.
/ GENOX VISION SERIES SINGLE SHAFT SHREDDERS
Applied Machinery’s is the exclusive Australian supplier of
Genox Vision Series Single Shaft Shredders, which offer a
high quality, economical solution to general purpose shredding
needs.
The Vision series is made up of small to medium size reduction
machines that are suitable for processing a wide range of
materials. Thanks to the V-cutting rotor design, these shredders
can handle plastic, timber and wood, cardboard, paper, copper,
aluminum, textile, security destruction and foam applications.
The range’s dual speed hydraulics and an integrated oil and air
blast cooler help to maximise and maintain continuous machine
output, while the series’ specially-designed classifer screen
prioritises accurate particle control and safety.
The Vision series throughput ranges from 300kg/hr to
5,000kg/hr and upwards, depending on the machine model,
material type, screen size and application.
With an easy to use electronic control system, including
manual and automatic modes and intelligent programming, the
V series optimises operator control and efficiency, catering to
the needs of any leading waste management firm or recycler.
www.appliedmachinery.com.au

/ HIAB MULTILIFT FUTURA SKIPLOADER
Hiab is using the Waste Management In Action
expo to share its new generation skiploader, the
Multilift Futura, with the Australian market.
The Futura incorporates 100 innovations
designed for improved productivity, safety and
flexibility for waste operators.
Its SafetyPlus system helps eliminate risks
in skip-handling by combining: rated lashing
points, hydraulic side stops, hydraulic rear lock,
manually adjustable and locked container side
and front stops, and a pneumatic safety latch for
the tipping hook.
The new FlexControl system lets the user
customise the skiploader with options such as
in-cab, radio remote and outside controls, and
an on-board weighing system.
Its unique SwanNeck design provides extra-long
reach, coupled with firm stability for container
handling over fences and obstacles. While the
redesigned EvoLight steel construction provides
300-500kg more payload, meaning drivers can
carry more while saving fuel and reducing CO2
emissions.
www.hiab.com/multilift-futura-skiploader
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/ WASTECH FAUN VARIOPRESS REAR LOADER
Combining the best of German engineering with
Australian industry experience, the new Wastech
FAUN Variopress Rear Loader unit is providing
a quality option for mobile waste and recycling
collection.
Several innovations help the Variopress unit
stand out from the crowd. The truck’s high
compaction rate makes it a versatile allrounder, particularly in urban areas, where this
quieter machine allows 24/7 collection without
disturbing the community. Its compact FAUN
Control System makes it safer and easier to
operate than conventional rear loaders.
Organic waste, light fraction, residual waste,
paper and bulky waste can be disposed of easily
and efficiently with Variopress. Thanks to the
unit’s body sizes, which range from 7 to 29 cubic
metres and a choice of different chassis from 2m
to 2.5 metres in width, Variopress has a perfect
size for every situation.
Variopress offers the highest level of functionality
and elegant design. It is the latest trend-setting
solution for the disposal of all recyclable waste
materials.
www.wastech.com.au

/ WASTEDGE: ROUTE OPTIMISATION & FATIGUE BREAK MOBILE APPS
Mobile phones or tablets in trucks facilitate
flexibility for any waste management or
recycling business to be able to add or
change assignments for efficiency while
staff are out in the field.
Wastedge.com has tapped into this
growing sector and has extended its
mobile field service apps with Mobile
Order Management & Route Optimisation,
aimed at saving travel time and costs, and
improving driver safety.
Wastedge’s latest innovations include the
capabilities to monitor and manage fatigue
breaks and reporting of vehicle defects.
These new apps can help save field staff
up to an hour a day in travel time while also
helping to semi-automate the allocation
of jobs to drivers across a fleet. By using
these new apps, users can optimise casual
work lists by vehicle capacity and the map
zone, as well as using auto-reqsequence
jobs on any one route, potentially saving
an hour a day per driver.
www.wastedge.com
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INTERNATIONAL

FULL STEAM AHEAD
HITACHI ZOSEN INOVA HAS DELIVERED A NEW ENERGY-FROM-WASTE
PLANT IN CENTRAL SWITZERLAND THAT IS MAXIMISING ENERGY DELIVERY
TO THE REGION AND A BUSINESS – A BLUEPRINT FOR A PROJECT THAT
COULD WORK IN AUSTRALIAN CONDITIONS.

W

hen the Renergia energy
from waste (EfW) plant
successfully passed its
commissioning phase and achieved
its primary acceptance certificate this
past December, it marked the end of
a long project to replace the original
plant that had been generating heat
and power for almost 45 years.
Renergia is a cutting edge and
environmentally-friendly municipal
EfW plant located close to the Perlen
Papier paper factory near Lucerne,
Switzerland.
Hitachi Zosen Inova (HZI), an
internationally-renowned leader in
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turnkey EfW plants and local to
Lucerne, was contracted to supply
the chute to stack part of the project,
comprising an innovative complete
combustion system, boiler and flue
gas treatment section.
Processing municipal waste from
council and industrial collections,
the plant runs on two lines and is
designed to operate at a capacity
of 200,000 tonnes a year, or 12.5
tonnes per hour and line.
Continuing a long history of EfW
The municipal association for
recycling, disposal and waste

water in Lucerne (REAL) has
been operating the EfW plant at
Lucerne-Ibach as a heat and power
generating plant since 1971. Over
time, the plant had been added to
and extended several times, most
recently in 1996.
In 2009, a consortium of waste
management associations from
six cantons (regional areas) in
central Switzerland and the paper
manufacturer, Perlen Papier, came
together and decided to invest in a
new plant. Their objectives were to
construct a future-fit waste processing
facility to deliver maximum energy

efficiency combined with low
emissions. They submitted their
development plan in October 2010.
The new plant needed to use
municipal, commercial and industrial,
and construction and demolition
residual waste streams, sources that
had long been successful in central
Switzerland as the region collects glass,
metals, paper, cardboard and green
waste separately, while plastic bottles
are taken back by shops.
It also had to supply enough electricity
to meet the energy requirements of
38,000 homes and provide 320,000
MWh steam to the Perlen Papier paper
factory to help it achieve significant and
future-proof operational cost savings.
Prime location
With the primary aim of the Renergia
plant being maximum energy efficiency,
the successful outcome of this depends
on several factors. HZI Managing
Director – Australia Marc Stammbach
believes the most important one is
the location, which should allow a
maximum export of steam or heat.
“Energy from waste is like real
estate – it’s all about location, location,
location!” says Marc.
The site for Renergia plant was
chosen due to the energy off-take of
steam to the paper factory next door
and access to the local heating network.
Part of its remit was to deliver a
substantial amount of electricity and
heat that is necessary for the production
of paper around the clock, every day of
the year. Being located next to the
paper factory allows a safe and constant
heat supply with environmentallysound, carbon-neutral heat from waste.
“It is difficult to think of a better
location for the performance and
impact of an energy from waste facility
than that of the Renergia plant, with its
direct proximity to the paper factory
and the district heating connection
point,” adds Marc.

Waste being unloaded in the tipping hall
at the Renergia plant near Lucerne.
HZI RENERGIA PLANT, LUCERNE, SWITZERLAND: FAST FACTS
• Plans for new plant submitted October 2010
• Contract for HZI’s supply of boiler and flue gas treatment sections agreed April 2012
• Construction started August 2012
• First waste feed January 2015
• Enters full commercial operation December 2015
• The facility will:
- produce 155,000 MWh of electricity a year
- supply enough energy for nearly 38,000 households
- supply 320,000 MWh of steam to the Perlen Papier paper factory
- will save Perlen Papier the cost of buying more than 40 million litres of oil and cut its
CO2 emissions by 90,000 tonnes.

Another advantage of its location is
that it is a central point for waste from
the municipalities to flow into. Any
increase in local traffic for the nearby
community has also been avoided, as
most waste deliveries to the facility
arrive directly by the freeway. A local
railway line opens opportunities for
deliveries by rail as well.
High energy efficiency
The second important aspect Marc
identified is to make energy recovery
from the combustion flue gases as
complete as possible. HZI accomplished
this at the Renergia plant by keeping
the flue gas flow and the chimney outlet
temperature as low as possible, and by
excluding water injection from the flue
gas flow.
The facility also has an efficient and
thorough flue gas treatment system,
as EfW plants are bound to keep their
emissions to strict low levels. The
multiple stage flue gas treatment at the

Renergia plant ensures that the strict
requirements of the Swiss Clean Air
Directive (LRV) are not only met, but
improved on.
“Emissions are also lower now
because the waste to energy process
for generating steam produces less
emissions than was previously the case
when heavy oil was used as the fuel
source for the paper factory,”
Marc explains.
By using the new plant as its source
for steam, Perlen Papier will cut its
heating oil consumption by 40 million
litres a year and its CO2 emissions will
decrease by 90,000 tonnes!
Future-fit design, less CO2
HZI’s contribution to the Renergia plant
ensured it would benefit from a number
of updated technologies to make it
easier to maintain and, furthermore,
be able to control the operation of the
plant well, enabling combustion of waste
with little excess air.
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State-of-the-art technology
within the Renergia plant.

The water-cooled Inova grate
used in Lucerne is built to be robust
and is designed to deliver a reliable,
cost-efficient operation. The grate
runs in two rows with four zones
per row, with the first two water
cooled. It is easy to service, meaning
improved occupational safety for the
maintenance personnel, and provides
stable, well controlled combustion.
HZI’s sections included the
provision of an innovative watercooled grate and the new integrated
combustion concept that allows
both highly efficient combustion
and maximum energy recovery.
In addition, the five-stage flue gas
treatment process depollutes the flue
gases to the lowest emission values.
“The dry flue gas stage to separate
the acid pollutants is done with

sodium bicarbonate, which is
recycled,” adds Marc. “This dry
flue gas treatment allows a higher
energy efficiency which is around
55 per cent with production of
electricity and steam to the paper
factory next door.”
Forecasted benefits
Following processing and energy
recovery, any ferrous and non-ferrous
metal product is recovered from the
bottom ash. The remaining residue is
appropriately landfilled to avoid any
accumulation of toxic material in the
environment, as Switzerland and its
neighbours rely on ground water use.
Explaining the forecasted benefits
of its new plant, the Renergia
organisation published the following
on its website: “The times of pure

waste disposal are over. Waste is
a source of energy and has energy
content like wood.”
“The advantages are obvious. The
distance for delivery transport to
the [plant] will be severely reduced,
whereas the environment is preserved
and costs are lowered. Additionally,
over decades, the plant guarantees a
high safety of disposal for the cantons
of Central Switzerland.”
The new plant is now up and
running smoothly, with the capacity
to process 200,000 tonnes of
waste each year, enough to handle
the MSW from the entire central
Switzerland area.
“The Renergia plant is an
example of how energy-intensive
manufacturing industries, such as
paper and cardboard production, can
lock in their energy at stable prices,”
concludes Marc.
“The environmental benefits are
multiple. First, we avoid the emissions
from landfills. We achieve the
production of steam and electricity
while avoiding the use of heating oil.
Finally, and importantly, the energy
produced is around 50% renewable.”
More information about HZI’s
projects is available from www.
hz-inova.com or by sending an email
to info@hz-inova.com.

Australia’s leading Waste
Management Conference

3-5 May

2016

Opal Cove Resort
Coffs Harbour

SUPPORTED60
BY:/ WMR / April-May 2016

View the
program
and register
online!
HOSTED BY:

Celebrating its 20th anniversary, the Coffs Harbour Waste Conference is
the best way to remain up to date on the latest industry developments
whilst networking with national and international industry leaders. The
conference program is now available featuring expert keynote addresses,
inspiring case studies, workshops and panel discussions. You can also
participate in a pre-conference training course on ’Landfill Application’
or a workshop on ‘Community Campaigns for Waste Management’.
Don’t miss this opportunity to be a part of Australia’s leading waste
management conference. Register today!
As a testament to its 20-year success, this premier industry event will
attract:
• 500+ delegates • 50+ exhibitors • 90+ presenters • 3+ social events
Limited sponsorship and exhibition opportunities available!
www.waste2016.impactenviro.com.au
Email: waste2016@impactenviro.com.au Phone: 02 6583 8118
ORGANISED BY:

MAJOR SPONSORS:

HAVE INCREASED
PAYLOAD AND
LOWER FUEL COSTS.

VIN CHEERS

OWNER – VINSBINS
“We have 16 vehicles of which 3 are Scania. With their lower tare weight and

increased fuel efficiency they’re easily the most productive vehicles in the fleet.”
You can see Vin’s full testimonial on the Scania YouTube site, just go to www.scania.com.au

So contact your local branch or authorised dealer to find out how a Scania Total Transport Solution can work for your business.
VICTORIA
Scania Campbellfield
Tel: (03) 9217 3300

NEW SOUTH WALES
Scania Prestons
Tel: (02) 9825 7900

QUEENSLAND
Scania Richlands
Tel: (07) 3712 8500

WESTERN AUSTRALIA
Scania Kewdale
Tel: (08) 9360 8500

Scania Dandenong
Tel: (03) 9217 3600

Scania Newcastle
Tel: (02) 9825 7940

Scania Pinkenba
Tel: (07) 3712 7900

Scania Bunbury
Tel: (08) 9724 6200

Scania Laverton
Tel: (03) 9369 8666

K&J Trucks,
Coffs Harbour
Tel: (02) 6652 7218

Spann’s Trucks,
Toowoomba
Tel: (07) 4634 4400

NJ’s of Wagga
Tel: (02) 6971 7214

RSC Diesels, Cairns
Tel: (07) 4054 5440

SOUTH AUSTRALIA
Scania Wingfield
Tel: (08) 8406 0200
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Vehicle Recycling
AGAINST A BOOMING VEHICLE MARKET, METQUIP SUPPLIES EQUIPMENT TO HELP
RECYCLERS RECOVER VALUABLE PARTS QUICKLY AND COST-EFFECTIVELY.

T

he 2015 Australian motor
vehicle census found there are
more than 18 million cars,
vans, trucks, buses and motorcycles
on our roads. The number that make
their way into scrap yards or auto
recyclers is less clear, but significant.
As scrap metal values have sunk
recently, and the process of extracting
valuable materials from old vehicles
can be labour and time intensive, the
sector needs an efficient solution.
Metquip has stepped up to the
challenge.
Metquip is an authorised dealer
of two new vehicle-depollution
products to the Australian market: the
Autodrain WheelPopper and the VRS
system from Powerhand Attachments,
both British-innovated technologies.
AutoDrain WheelPopper
The AutoDrain WheelPopper moves
scrap tyres from steel and alloy rims
quickly, easily and safely. Powered by
electro-hydraulics, it is the fastest tyre
removal machine on the market, with
the capacity to strip a tyre from its
rim every 15 seconds, or 240 a hour.
The machine can handle all types
of wheels, including 4X4 and light
commercial. Built from steel, it has
low maintenance costs and a long
operating life. It has a compact
design, measuring 170cm long by
115cm wide, making it ideal for
smaller premises and easy to store.
Ergonomically designed, it reduces
the need for bending and stretching,
helping employers meet stringent
OHS requirements.
The manufacturer has provided
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training information and a video
online for new operators to learn
how to use it at their convenience.
Powerhand Attachments VRS
The Vehicle Recycling System (VRS)
helps recyclers increase profitability,
as it quickly removes higher grade
materials from end of life vehicles.
Compared with this category of
equipment previously available in
Australia, it is highly efficient and can
be fitted to any make of excavator,
new or second hand.
The powerful VRS allows axles to
be pulled from the vehicle in a lifting
and turning motion. It has a slimline
grapple, which allows greater visibility
when the operator is looking into a
car to remove complex elements.
Oversized materials can be cut to
size using the grapple-mounted shear,
which also cuts through the exhaust
and catalytic converter effortlessly.
Using a combination of the grapple,
engine clamp and central shear, it easily
separates ferrous and non-ferrous
metals from the engine and transmission
assemblies, and removes the cylinder
head from the engine block.

The AutoDrain WheelPopper
The AutoDrain WheelPopper

It is robust enough to handle heavy,
dense materials, but the nimble jaws
of the grapple allow easy removal
of wiring looms, starter motors and
alternators. Once the valuable wiring
loom has been removed, the multitool strips off any unwanted electrical
components.
All blades and attachments are
bolted to the VRS clamp legs, which
offers greater flexibility and allow for
an element of machine customisation.
This is bolstered by two pairs of
blades on the VRS, one horizontal set
for cutting engines and one vertical
set for cutting off alloy gearboxes.
Metquip helps clients get their
machinery operating quickly and
keep it working. Its technicians
professionally install the machinery
and ensure operators are fully trained.
It also offers professional servicing
with the back-up of locally available
spare parts and workshops in Sydney
and Perth.
www.metquip.com.au

Xxx.
The Vehicle Recycling System

REGULATION REVIEW

Variable effectiveness
of asbestos-related regulation in Australia

DR SITTIMONT KANJANABOOTRA AND FRANCIS GRENNAN FROM
UNIVERSITY OF NEWCASTLE, NSW, PROVIDE A SUMMARY OF THEIR ANALYSIS
OF RESEARCH ON THE EFFECTIVENESS OF ASBESTOS REGULATIONS IN
AUSTRALIA, WHICH HAS AN IMPACT FOR THOSE IN THE HAZARDOUS WASTE
REMOVAL, TRANSPORTATION AND DISPOSAL SECTORS.

Dr Sittimont Kanjanabootra, School of Architecture
and Built Environment, University of Newcastle, NSW.

A

ccording to the NSW
Ombudsman in 2010, one
of the biggest consumers of
asbestos in Australia from the 1920s
was the construction industry, who
used it as an additive to cement-based
products in insulation, vinyl and
asbestos containing materials (ACMs).
These ACMs were used prolifically
from 1920 to 1987, with consumption
peaking in 1970, although the exact
number of buildings containing them
is unknown.
In 2012, the Australian
Government estimated that tens of
thousands of buildings contained

Francis Grennan, the author
of the research paper.

asbestos, with most still around today.
The major outcome of this is having
to manage it safely when demolishing
or renovating buildings. It is now a
significant waste management issue.
All states and territories in Australia
have structures to compensate
workers injured by dust-related
disease, including asbestosis.
Combining data from all of them on
asbestosis claims is difficult, as each
follows different rules.
Therefore the focus of this research
was limited to NSW. To try and
understand the effectiveness of
regulatory change relating to asbestos

use in Australian construction, we
analysed data from the NSW Dust
Diseases Board – which provides
compensation to workers disabled
by a work-related dust disease in
NSW – together with data from
several other studies published
between 2010 and 2013.
To check asbestosis compensation
claims against the introduction
of regulations, we referred to the
NSW regulatory system, as these are
consistent with the level of the state’s
compensation claims. The regulatory
regime relating to asbestos use in
NSW is summarised in Table 1.
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Undertaking the analysis
We reviewed the data collected from
the NSW Dust Diseases Board to work
out the number of new claims for
asbestosis disease from 1990 to 2012,
and adjusted them for a 15-year latency
period to show the date of exposure for
the workers who claimed in the period.
We then compiled the data
relating to asbestos regulations and
coded it by the date when each was
introduced. This allowed us to note
any changes in exposure rates after
new rules came in and compare
exposure levels in 1990 and 2012,
therefore assessing the overall trend
in exposure between the regulated
and unregulated periods.

“All states and territories in Australia
have structures to compensate
workers injured by dust-related
disease, including asbestosis.”
The information was then
compared against the National Data
Set for Compensation-based Statistics
contained in the Safe Work Australia
study, “Asbestos-related disease
indicators 2012”, to reveal the
consistency of NSW data against that
from the rest of the country.

TABLE 1 NSW LAW AND REGULATORY CHANGES AROUND ASBESTOS.
Date

Regulation

1990

Construction Safety Regulation 1950 - amended

1996

Construction Safety Regulation 1950 – amended
Occupational Health and Safety (Asbestos Dust) Regulation 1984
Occupational Health and Safety (Asbestos Removal Contractors) Regulation 1988

2001

Occupational Health and Safety Regulation 2001, amended in 2003, 2006, 2007 &
2008

2010

Environmental Planning and Assessment (Asbestos) Regulation 2009

2011

Work Health and Safety regulations 2011

FIGURE 1. APPROVED ASBESTOSIS DISEASE CLAIMS MADE TO THE
DUST DISEASES BOARD NSW.
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Findings
The study shows that in NSW the
effects of regulation changes relating
to asbestos fluctuated and were
inconsistent (Figure 1), with levels
in 2012 similar to 1990. The lowest
was nine in 1991 and 46 in 2003.
However, Safe Work Australia’s 2012
report of the prevalence of asbestosis
in Australia from 2002-2010
(see Figure 2), which combines data
from the NSW Dust Diseases Board
with all other states, territories
and Commonwealth compensation
agencies, also shows fluctuations,
but a decline overall. The numbers
peaked at more than 300 in 2003,
falling to 150 in 2010.
In terms of awareness, in their
2010 research, Pratt and his team
interviewed plumbers, carpenters,
painters and electricians, 92 per cent
of whom were self-employed. They
concluded that despite workers being
aware of the danger of asbestos and
concerned about exposure, their level
of compliance was low. This was
due to a belief among workers that
they could identify asbestos in the
workplace.
They were complacent about
removal procedures and clean-ups,
with some workers adopting poor or
no personal protection practices, and
few workers were familiar with the
regulations surrounding the removal
and handling of asbestos.

FIGURE 2. COMPENSATION CLAIMS FOR ASBESTOSIS FROM
2002-2010 SOURCE (SAFE WORK AUSTRALIA, 2012 P 8)
350
300
250
Number of claims

Similarly, Park and team’s 2013
study, which surveyed both DIY and
non-DIY renovators, concluded that
the majority did not know if their
home contained asbestos and over 65
per cent had exposure incidents. Of
the DIY group, 31.6 per cent had not
used any form of personal protection
equipment.
Australian Government data
from 2012 confirms this continuing
exposure and subsequent effects
of a steady increase in deaths from
mesothelioma (Figure 3).
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Analysis conclusions: a snapshot
In summary, the research highlights
the dangers associated with asbestos
and supports the rationale for
introducing regulations.
The results for the primary data
on asbestosis compensation claims
from NSW and the national data
secondary source, indicates that
there is a decline in asbestosis claims
from 2003-2012 among employed
workers. This corresponds with the
introduction of regulations in 1987,
1990 and 1996.
The NHEWS study conducted

2003

2004

2005

in 2008 also indicated a low level
of asbestos exposure (0.3 per cent)
among the 4,500 workers who took
part in the study.
Taking into account the three
studies, it is reasonable to assume that
the regulations are having a positive
effect on exposure levels. This is
significant for the waste management
industry as the risk of exposure is still
evident, albeit a declining risk.
The research also indicates that
while the current regulations have

SOURCE AUSTRALIAN GOVERNMENT, 2012
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Number of deaths
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Year of claim

FIGURE 3. DEATHS DUE TO MESOTHELIOMA IN AUSTRALIA FROM 1997-2010
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reduced the risk of exposure to
some workers, poor management
and implementation suggests that
risks may remain high among the
self-employed and homeowners, and
that deaths from mesothelioma are
still increasing, again a significant
risk issue for the waste management
industry. The inconsistencies across
the data show that the effectiveness
of regulations related to handling of
asbestos contaminated construction
materials is at best variable. There
appears to be a renewed need for
re-education and further access
to training for all those whose
professional work or DIY practices
could expose them to asbestos in
known or unknown circumstances.

500
400

For details of the references used in this
analysis of research, contact the Editor
at annmarie.unwin@primecreative.
com.au.
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To obtain more details on the study,
contact Dr Sittimont Kanjanabootra direct
by email at sittimont.kanjanabootra@
newcastle.edu.au.
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Northern Territory

sets waste management agenda
WASTE RECYCLING INDUSTRY ASSOCIATION NORTHERN TERRITORY (WRINT)
HAS JUST SUBMITTED ITS WASTE MANAGEMENT ACTION PLANS TO THE
NORTHERN TERRITORY (NT) GOVERNMENT. ITS CEO, RICK RALPH, PROVIDES
WASTE MANAGEMENT REVIEW WITH A PREVIEW.

I

n July 2015, the Northern Territory
EPA published the ‘Waste Management
Strategy for the Northern Territory
2015-2022’, detailing the key aspects
for understanding and improving waste
management and recycling performance
throughout the NT.
The waste management and recycling
sector contributes directly to the
NT’s economy and society through
employment, investment and supporting
the efficient use of waste materials and
resources. Value is created as recyclable
and recoverable materials move from
generation, collection and processing
into end markets.
WRINT has prepared its significant
industry plans to try to lead the
strategic discussion if the industry’s
reform agenda is to be realised. They
set a detailed roadmap to what can be
achieved by building a resilient, robust
waste management and secondary
resource industry. They work in unison
and merge with current legislation and,
if embraced by Government and with
all stakeholders working together, every
one of these is achievable.
WRINT’s plans aim to:
• Recover waste produced by significant
generators across all sectors;
• Make the best use of waste
materials through the adoption of
‘secondary-resource’ thinking;
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waste producers and other
service providers, including social
enterprises, to improve resource
recovery and overall NT-integrated
waste management systems
• To assist government policy
designers and regulators to oversee
delivery of this initiative.

WRIQ’s CEO, Rick Ralph.

• Mitigate the risks of environmental
pollution and harm to human
health; and
• Move waste treatment and
management opportunities up the
waste hierarchy.
For its part, the broader waste
management sector is asked to meet
four commitments:
• To provide integrated, safe, efficient
and dependable services to the
community
• To extract value from waste
streams where economically
practical and viable
• To enter into partnerships with

Complementing existing regulations
and strategy
WRINT’s plans support and interlink
with the NT EPA waste strategy and
the Draft NT Balanced Environment
Strategy, published for comment in
February 2016.
The latter states that the NT
Government is “committed to
working with industry to improve
environmental management
practices, including the enforcement
of regulation regarding the correct
disposal of waste and hazardous
material. The establishment of
recycling centres and places to treat
solid waste and waste water are
generally market-driven economic
decisions, however, the Government
is keen to investigate opportunities for
treating our waste as a resource”.
Australian Bureau of Statistics 2014
projections for the NT forecast the
population to grow from 235,000
in 2012 to just over 285,000 by

2025. However, it still has the lowest
population density within Australia at
only 0.2 people per square kilometre.
Three quarters of its population resides
in its five regional centres, which also
serve as vital supply and service bases
for many smaller, remote communities,
all separated by huge distances.
Our industry commonly hears that
the cost of waste management is too
expensive and the distances too great
to make resource recovery viable.
However, this is in comparison to what?
At a time when the main objectives
are the protection of human health
and the environment coupled with
resource security and maximising
resource efficiency, the true cost of
waste management and the recovery of
secondary materials must be properly
costed and transparent.
This is in conflict with current culture
in the NT, where it is acceptable to
operate open pit and unlined, nonengineered landfills. Arguments for
improving resource recovery must be
balanced with a mature conversation
about genuine, systemic change for
enhanced recycling services and the
real system boundaries of what is and is
not acceptable for waste disposal and
recycling opportunities.
We need a frank, open discussion
with the community, led by our
elected representatives, that commits
the sector’s public operations to
fully costing all their current and
future liabilities that are associated
with operating these multiple
waste disposal sites including nonengineered landfill operations.
The NT needs the necessary policy
platform and regulatory strategy
to ensure greater transparency and
demonstration of the real costs
of operating and providing this
essential service to all communities
and businesses.
Only through genuine understanding
of the present and future costs of the

system can the conversation about
sustainable waste management and
opportunities for moving ‘waste’
materials up the hierarchy, from
disposal to resource recovery, be
properly realised.
The linear model for consumption
assumes that the ‘waste sector’ will
ultimately pick up the responsibility
(paid, of course) for dealing with and
the treatment of the waste at end of life.
WRINT advocates the principles that
promote a circular materials economy,
in particular the use of recovered
resources in primary manufacturing
processes, so that providing affordable
recycling becomes the goal of
manufacturers, importers and the waste
processor/recycler.
We believe that the NT, due to its
remoteness and sparse population,
should be moving to conserve and
secure all material flows. Companies
would be operating in a sustainable
manner, keeping valuable materials
circulating in the economy, stimulating
jobs and sustained, increased business
opportunities, including social
enterprise, and creating enduring
investments.
Local remanufacturing of secondary
resources into products that can be
used in the larger communities should
be a principle driver for forcing a
cultural shift in attitudes. To that end,
waste policy must be shifted from the
responsibility of the regulator into a
business and industry portfolio that
focuses on economic growth.

The industry’s requirements for
growth
The published Waste Management
Strategy for the Northern Territory
2015–2022 sets out precise State
Government department actions that
aim to improve waste management
practices focused on operational intent,
but these are not actions that deliver
strategic intent and change.

Shifting responsibility and ownership
of waste policy in the NT from
a regulatory model to a business,
industry or infrastructure portfolio
of Government means its broader
economic imperatives of economic
growth are directly aligned with
international standards and stronger
industry governance can be realised.
WRINT’s Plans provide the NT
Government and all stakeholders
with a clear overview of our
industry’s requirements for growth.
They outline the minimum objectives
sought by industry over the next
5 to 10 years, but represent the
minimum industry positions based
on the current regulatory drivers and
limitations. They are achievable only
if reform of the sector’s legislative
framework is done in parallel.
If implemented, these plans underpin
the desired vision, key principles and
objectives the NT Government aspires
to achieve in driving economic growth
and protecting the environment. The
waste management industry is central to
that development.
It is through this industry
leadership and by us partnering with
Government and all our stakeholders
that the Northern Territory will
improve its waste management and
recycling performance.
WRINT is Northern Territory’s leading
waste and recycling industry association
representing operators within the sector.
It promotes thought leadership to all its
stakeholders, advocating industry issues
with purpose and focus for achieving
sound economic outcomes, underpinned
by innovative environmental practices.
The WRINT Waste Management Action
Plans, and membership information, are
available on the association’s website www.wrint.com.au.
The Waste Management Strategy for
the Northern Territory 2015-2022 is
available to download from the Advice,
Policies and Publications section of
www.ntepa.nt.gov.au.
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Organics Recycling
In Queensland

THE AUSTRALIAN ORGANICS RECYCLING ASSOCIATION (AORA) QUEENSLAND
BRANCH CHAIR, MARTIN TOWERS, SHARES SOME THOUGHTS ON AN ACTION
PLAN DEVELOPED BY THE AORA COMMITTEE TO GENERATE DISCUSSION
AND STIMULATE FURTHER IDEAS THAT DIFFER FROM THE STATUS QUO.

R

egulation of waste has different
implications depending on your
position in the value chain and,
therefore, your attitude. The practical,
financial and attitudinal drivers that form
your perspective significantly influence
your expectations from regulation.
As a waste producer – domestic,
industrial or agricultural – the
material in question is surplus to
requirements and often represents
a cost to your business. Your goal is
to remove it as cost effectively and
efficiently as possible.
For a waste manager, collection and
receipt of surplus material from other
entities are revenue streams; processing
and storage are costs. Your goals are to
maximise income and minimise costs.
As a recycler, this is not waste, it
is raw material. However, it is often
contaminated with materials that
you consider waste, for which you
have a producer mindset. You want
to minimise production costs while
converting the material into a product
then achieve a profit.
As a user of recycled material,
you look for products that represent
reliability and are competitive on
price. You want products that perform
consistently (confidence is critical),
are safe to use, and deliver a financial
benefit by improving gross margins.
Finally, as a regulator, you want to
sustain an efficient market in which
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business can operate profitably, in a way
that does not unreasonably trouble the
general population in cost or lifestyle.
It must also avoid adversely impacting
the environment, including a policy
objective to optimise recycling and
minimise disposal to landfill.
So how can we achieve a consensus?
Regulation should be designed to
optimise the net benefits available
to all parties. It will always be a
compromise and, consequently, few
groups will be entirely satisfied.
Regulations should support activities
that deliver outcomes that are
supported by all stakeholders and
discourage activities that prevent
stakeholders from performing
their function.
“We cannot solve our problems with
the same thinking we used when we
created them,” said Albert Einstein.
Taking Einstein’s quote, here are
some thoughts and questions to
generate some discussion.

Turning around thinking about waste
We created this problem by thinking
about the management of ‘waste’.
What if we turned that around to
become the provision
of raw material to manufacture
quality products to satisfy customer
demand, with the waste management
sector becoming a supplier not a
service provider?

What if regulation encouraged
end-users to use quality recycled
products over existing choices? How
could regulation practically stimulate
and sustain demand for this change
in practice? Could a tax benefit be
made available for the use of recycled
material?
A major cost associated with
recycled organics is freight. How can
regulation assist with mitigating or
minimising that expenditure?
What if producers were encouraged
to ‘supply’ surplus material in a
form that benefited the recycler and
discouraged them from supplying
contaminated or mixed materials?
What if regulation assisted
processors in their efforts to
remanufacture products that are
increasing demand? Should every
local council be required to provide
a suitable site or sites for organics
recycling to occur?
After all, products that deliver a
gross profit benefit to end-users will
stimulate demand and the laws of
economics will take over. Regulations
that help to stimulate demand until
demand and supply meet their point
of equilibrium will help to shift the
industry to a new perspective.
These are the areas AORA hopes
the government will consider when
reviewing policy affecting our
members.

Hunter Valley, NSW
A new event for 2016 organised by WMAA, the Natural
Disasters Risk Management Conference will take
place over three days at Crowne Plaza in the Hunter
Valley, NSW. It will be the first of its kind to focus upon
the environmental risk factors affecting the waste and
resource recovery industry.
www.wmaa.asn.au

WASTE 2016

3-5 MAY
Coffs Harbour, NSW
2016 marks the 20th anniversary of what many consider
to be Australia’s premier waste management conference.
The event will feature two full days of presentations, a
comprehensive trade exhibition and social events on three
evenings, all providing invaluable networking opportunities.
www.waste2016.impactenviro.com.au

DIARY

27-29 APRIL

waste management

WASTENSW 2016

If you are organising an event and would like it to appear
in Waste Management Review, please email the Editor at
annmarie.unwin@primecreative.com.au
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WASTE MANAGEMENT IN ACTION

IFAT 2016

5-7 MAY 30 MAY – 3 JUNE
Melbourne, Australia
Set within the popular International Truck, Trailer & Equipment
Show, this new trade show will feature full-scale working displays
from waste and recycling equipment suppliers. The Education and
Careers Pavilion will showcase career and personal development
opportunities in the waste and recycling industry.
www.wastemanagementexpo.com

Munich, Germany
IFAT is one of the leading international trade fairs for
those working in waste, recycling and raw materials
management, featuring over 3,000 exhibitors and
attracting over 130,000 visitors.
www.ifat.de

CARS 2016 3-5 AUGUST

AORA NATIONAL CONFERENCE

13-14 JULY
Derby, UK
Co-located with the Metals Recycling Event, the Complete
Auto Recycling and Secondary Materials (CARS) trade
show is aimed at auto recyclers and material processors.
Based at the Donington Park racing circuit, the program
includes working demonstrations, off-site tours and a
practical skills lab.
www.cars-expo.com
70 / WMR / April-May 2016

Sydney, NSW
The Australian Organics Recycling Association Annual
Conference is the main event for those working in or
connected with the organics recycling sector. This year’s
renewal will include: marketing and sales training sessions,
tours, a full day conference, and its annual gala dinner and
awards.
www.aora.org.au

IGNITE YOUR 2016

SALES AND MARKETING DRIVE TODAY!
WASTE MANAGEMENT REVIEW is the industry’s newest resource
for the latest developments and in-depth features.

APRIL/MAY 2016

Contact us today to learn how we can
promote your business in Australia’s
newest waste management, recycling
and resource recovery industry
publication. Integrated marketing
communications packages are available
across print and digital platforms.

Planning for
a sustainable
future
Cameron Schuster
provides his insights on
issues around regional
waste management and
resource recovery

TO FIND OUT MORE AND BOOK
YOUR CAMPAIGN CONTACT:

FEATURES

REPORTS

Waste Management In Action show guide
Superior Pak’s new pedestrian detection system
RecycleSmart app to empower recycling
Turboden brings Italian flair to bioenergy facilities
Martin Biopower’s W2E applications for Australia

PGM Refiners’ e-waste facility
Hitachi Zosen Inova’s latest plant in Switzerland
Are asbestos regulations working?
A waste action plan for the Northern Territory
Organics recycling in Queensland

Martin Biopower’s W2E applications for Australia
Turboden brings Italian flair to bioenergy facilities
RecycleSmart app to empower recycling
Superior Pak’s new pedestrian detection system
Waste Management In Action show guide

Organics recycling in Queensland
A waste action plan for the Northern Territory
Are asbestos regulations working?
Hitachi Zosen Inova’s latest plant in Switzerland
PGM Refiners’ e-waste facility

FEATURES

TREVOR HERKESS
Business Development Manager
trevor.herkess@primecreative.com.au
or call 0411 411 352

REPORTS

resource recovery

AUSTRALIA’S SPECIALIST WASTE MANAGEMENT MAGAZINE

Cameron Schuster

future
a sustainable

Experience the Progress.

Visit us at:

Munich, April 11 – 17

Material handling equipment
Maximum efficiency through progressive technology
Sophisticated machine concept for maximum productivity
Quality components manufactured by Liebherr
Ergonomic workspace for consistent high performance
Liebherr-Australia Pty. Ltd.
1-15 James Erskine Drive
Erskine Park, NSW 2759
Phone: +61 2 9852 1800
E-mail: em-sales.las@liebherr.com
www.facebook.com/LiebherrConstruction
www.liebherr.com.au

